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Abstract: Here, we introduce a new class of computer which does not use any circuit or 
logic gate. In fact, no program needs to be written: it learns by itself and writes its own 
program to solve a problem. Gödel’s incompleteness argument is explored here to devise an 
engine where an astronomically large number of “if-then” arguments are allowed to grow by 
self-assembly, based on the basic set of arguments written in the system, thus, we explore the 
beyond Turing path of computing but following a fundamentally different route adopted in 
the last half-a-century old non-Turing adventures. Our hardware is a multilayered seed 
structure. If we open the largest seed, which is the final hardware, we find several computing 
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seed structures inside, if we take any of them and open, there are several computing seeds inside. 
We design and synthesize the smallest seed, the entire multilayered architecture grows by 
itself. The electromagnetic resonance band of each seed looks similar, but the seeds of any 
layer shares a common region in its resonance band with inner and upper layer, hence a chain 
of resonance bands is formed (frequency fractal) connecting the smallest to the largest seed 
(hence the name invincible rhythm or Ajeya Chhandam in Sanskrit). The computer solves 
intractable pattern search (Clique) problem without searching, since the right pattern written 
in it spontaneously replies back to the questioner. To learn, the hardware filters any kind of 
sensory input image into several layers of images, each containing basic geometric polygons 
(fractal decomposition), and builds a network among all layers, multi-sensory images are 
connected in all possible ways to generate “if” and “then” argument. Several such arguments 
and decisions (phase transition from “if” to “then”) self-assemble and form the two giant 
columns of arguments and rules of phase transition. Any input question is converted into a 
pattern as noted above, and these two astronomically large columns project a solution. The 
driving principle of computing is synchronization and de-synchronization of network paths, 
the system drives towards highest density of coupled arguments for maximum matching. 
Memory is located at all layers of the hardware. Learning, computing occurs everywhere 
simultaneously. Since resonance chain connects all computing seeds, wireless processing is 
feasible without a screening effect. The computing power is increased by maximizing the 
density of resonance states and bandwidth of the resonance chain together. We discovered 
this remarkable computing while studying the human brain, so we present a new model of 
the human brain in terms of an experimentally determined resonance chain with bandwidth 
10
−15
 Hz (complete brain with all sensors) to 10
+15
 Hz (DNA) along with its implementation 
using a pure organic synthesis of entire computer (brain jelly) in our lab, software prototype 
as proof of concept and finally a new fourth circuit element (Hinductor) based beyond 
Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) hardware is also presented.  
Keywords: Turing machine; Gödel’s incompleteness theorem; non-algorithmic computing; 
self-assembly; wireless communication; antenna; receiver; electromagnetic resonance; 
synchronization; brain-like computer; creative machine; intelligent machine;  
conscious machine  
 
1. Introduction 
The turing tape concept was introduced in the 1940s [1–3]. It suggests that all events around us could 
be written in the form of a tape or series of logically defined steps. All major brain-building projects [4–9] 
and the unconventional computing [10–16] follow the Turing path of computing either by suggesting 
that eventually their novel device is a logic gate or could be reduced eventually as an output of a series of 
sequential events. Starting from Quantum Computer (QC) [17], Cellular Automaton (CA) [18,19] to the 
Echo State Model (ESM), [20] always, it has been a trend to construct an equivalent of a logic gate, 
which is a reduction protocol for multiple choices. Sometimes, randomness is restricted to generate 
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decisions, though apparently robust restrictions are imposed on the randomness in reservoir  
computing [21,22]. The problem with the Turing tape based computing is that all possible arguments 
should be known beforehand and entire processing scheme should be defined strictly, as an output of 
step-by-step logical reduction process. In the 21st century, the first problem we face in computing is that 
the amount of data sets we wish to process is incredibly large. Therefore, if we search entire database one by 
one to find a suitable data, instantaneous decision-making would be impracticable, so we have to 
complete the search without searching. Hypercomputation or computing beyond Turing came in 1999 [23].  
CTC and use of multiple clocks in a single hardware: Looking beyond quantum computing, it is 
shown that the use of Close Time-like Curve (CTC) could enable solving NP complete problems much 
efficiently [24]. Recently, it has been argued that the CTC does not require time travel in the past, the 
only thing we have to do is to have clocks running at different speeds on simultaneously existing 
physical worlds where the same events are taking place. To solve the problem, the system point of a 
clock that has “one second” resolution moves to the world with a faster clock say “one microsecond” 
resolution, gets the information and returns to the “one second” resolution world where to an external 
observer computing is being performed with no detectable time lapse in the “one second” resolution 
clock as shown in Figure 1a [24,25]. This is similar to harnessing “negative time” of quantum mechanics but 
instead of one here we have multiple imaginary worlds, each with a different clock-speed. Instead of CTC 
we can use the fractal made of resonance frequency bands and investigate the possibility of realizing a 
similar advantage [26]. We consider multiple concentric spheres generating a multi-layered architecture, 
each layer with one type of clock, for each layer, the layers above and below are imaginary spaces. One 
important question is why do we consider the layers beyond in the imaginary spaces, even though they exist 
in reality? The reason is that we also consider that the materials of a layer is used as a seed that construct the 
next layer as shown in Figure 1b, hence, the dynamics of each layer are totally different. Say, atom makes 
molecule and molecule makes crystal, all three, atoms, molecules and crystals are very distinct materials in 
terms of their dynamics and resonance properties. When we probe molecule in a crystal, the dynamics of 
crystal and atoms do not appear, they become non-existent; thus, came the concept of imaginary spaces.  
Figure 1. (a) Resonance frequency limits construct clocks at different layers, layer 2 = A 
(highest frequency region, clock is very fast), layer 3 = B; layer 4 = C; layer 5 = D;  
layer 6 = E (lowest frequency region, clock is very slow); (b) A is basic seed, it assembles 
into B, several B makes C, several C makes D, several D makes E; (c) Development of 
computing speed, current situation and the ultimate speed. 
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Devising a Gödel’s incompleteness harvesting machine: The second problem is that the incredibly 
large data sets change continuously following a protocol that also evolves with time [27]. These data sets 
are correlated with unknown relationships and deliver unpredictable outputs at any random time. This 
situation is like Gödel’s incompleteness argument and in this manuscript we have addressed the 
incompleteness concept from an engineering perspective. Since we need to write a software program for 
any kind of Turing based computing before the computation begins, instantaneous decision-making is 
not viable. When reading the entire database takes so much time, it is trivial to first identify the rules of 
large dataset evolution and then code them instantly. This problem is very different from the 
“simultaneity” issue. In the far distant future when if we have a technology that can differentiate 
between two events with a gap of Plank time, then all simultaneous and massively parallel events of 
todays will be converted into a series of sequential events in the future with the advent of new 
technologies as shown in Figure 1c [28].  
A new class of second order and first order fusion logic: Infinite set is not the key, classification 
into multiple space-time worlds is the key: However, a class of problems would remain unresolved 
wherein the hardware enables a continuous coupling and decoupling of arguments at higher levels.  
In this situation, several “if-then” arguments made of a set of resonance peaks as shown in Figure 2a get 
coupled and form a cluster of arguments, then those clusters couples further in a complicated way as 
shown in Figure 2b, several coupling routes between clusters of arguments exist at a time and none of 
these situations are written in the hardware. The situation looks like a column as shown in Figure 2c 
where the base part is visible since those are written in the hardware as basic “if-then” statements and an 
astronomically long column of coupled “if-then” statements remains invisible. The column is an 
invisible reservoir, and is never a part of the classical Turing tape, every cell of the new tape that could 
incorporate this column has several imaginary cell space above and below and is related to them at 
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various imaginary times. Thus, in the manuscript, we name it “Frequency Fractal tape”. When an input 
pattern of “if-then” arguments is applied to this column, the closest similarity region in the column is 
projected back as output. Since column part has never been programmed into the hardware, the solution 
comes from a region that is not logically embedded in the system. Only real visible part of the system is 
the column base. This is a perfect example of Gödels incompleteness argument where the decision is 
made in a hardware from an analysis that is not defined in the system in its real space or real time (in 
number system: consistent effective theory T containing Peano Arithmetic, the formula CT expressing 
the consistency of T cannot be proven within T). Search and find an astronomical amount of data in 
seconds does not mean that we will be able to configure the rules to simulate the future course  
events [29]. Thus, we begin our adventure of computing within the domain of Gödels incompleteness 
argument, which remained neglected as mere philosophy for nearly a century [30]. For us, we do not say 
complexity makes a system incomplete, rather, it’s something beyond real space time (imaginary space 
time values ~ Platonic values). Thus, it is not classical second order logic that has an infinite set of 
arguments, it is about the classification of arguments in different space-time worlds. Irrespective of the 
order of logic assigned to our computing protocol, it follows fundamental features (i) just like 
conventional second order logic, it cannot be deduced to a first order logic and at the same time, infinite 
set is not an essential requirement to be in the second order logic class; (ii) since entire resonance chain 
computes together, it is possible to project a very logically defined protocol from the astronomically 
long 3D column of arguments unlike second order logic (second order logic cannot satisfy three 
attributes simultaneously, soundness, completeness and effectiveness), though major part of the column 
remains undefined. Thus, its a unique generic system of first and second order logic combined, which 
part of the 3D column would follow first order logic and which part would follow second order logic can 
not be determined in a finite algorithmic way. Thus, it is a purely new class of computation.  
Figure 2. (a) Resonance band of several materials from several layers couple and form a set 
of peaks, this is called “if” and after some time if a new set of peaks get activated this is 
“then”. This event is called phase transition; (b) How coupling = self assembly and phase 
transition occurs (c). Two columns, left, column of if-then arguments and right, column of 
rule of phase transition connected to each other. 
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2. The Outline of the New Class of Computer: An Analogy with Existing Von-Neumann Computers 
The computer has no circuits. It has no switches or logic gates. It’s a multi-layered hardware, means, 
if A is a basic seed material, several A would self-assemble to form seed B, several B would 
self-assemble to form seed C, and this would continue to say up to eight layers, A to H, now seed H is the 
computer, which has G, F, E, D, C, B and A layers inside. Each layer has at least three electromagnetic 
resonance sub-bands, one sub-band is common to the upper layer and another is common to the  
lower layer. Thus a chain of resonance band is formed extending from A to H, a complex function  
AJ = F(x, y) + iG(x, y) represents the chain comprehensively but not completely. A resonance peak 
means a sharp current is allowed to pass through a material at a very small frequency window that keeps 
the material oscillating electromagnetically and/or electromechanically. Since, self-similarity of 
resonance bands (triplet) from A to H is derived from the expression of this function AJ, we call it 
frequency fractal (resonance chain = frequency fractal). Before learning begins, the entire resonance 
chain looks identical at any level A to H, self-similarity is absolute. As the computer learns, “if-then” 
arguments are stored by shifting resonance peaks via a conformational change in the seed and the 
absoluteness of self-similarity disappears. We get an inhomogeneous resonance chain. The difference 
between the ideal pristine resonance chain (serves as background) and the modified resonance chain is 
the real information or argument content of the computer. Resonance chain plays a primary role for 
searching a pattern without performing a real “search”.  
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The computer solves only an intractable “Clique” or “pattern search” problem, so converts all other 
problems in to this class. It is a pattern based computer, where no software is required to be written. It 
converts any input information in terms of a time series of 2D images, each pixel in an image is a spike 
pulse, thus, the time series is a 3D wave train. Irrespective of the nature of original information, sound, 
visual, taste, touch or smell, the geometrical associations of the frequency pattern are constructed in the 
form of polygons ranging from triangle to sphere, thus, angle, 3D perceptions are automatically taken 
care of as linked sets and subsets as repetition of basic geometric shapes. This conversion is called fractal 
decomposition. We call these basic geometric shapes as fractal seeds, several fractal seeds couple via 
resonant coupling to define an “if-then” argument. Several such arguments self-assemble and form a 
complex column of arguments, direct measurable real arguments lie at the base of the column, and 
spontaneously self-assembled astronomically large number of arguments reside above this layer. If an 
“If” set of arguments are resonantly triggered more than a certain time period, “then” set of resonance is 
activated, such phase transition rules are encoded automatically during self-assembly of “if-then” 
arguments, thus, another complex column is created. Since each resonant vibration has several harmonic 
and inharmonic overtones, heights of both columns are astronomical. Both the columns interact 
continuously with a unique sequential dynamics. Thus, at the end of the analysis, a 3D dynamic map is 
created (3D network changes with time, hence dynamic) and saved. In this map, independent basic 
fractal seeds construct the base, and their subgroups/supergroups generate a network around this base. 
The entire 3D map could represent a sound, picture or even a taste, or even combination of them 
generating a higher-level perception. Now this 3D map converted in terms of fractal seeds without 
compromising the fundamental features of spatial or temporal information encoded in it, is the 
equivalent of an algorithm used in a von-Neumann computer to solve a problem. 
When a problem is asked, a fractal seed based 3D network (pattern) is created for that problem as 
described above and that is matched via synchrony with the column of arguments noted above.  
Both synchronization and de-synchronization of fractal seed map continue during the matching process,  
the matching of a dynamic map of fractal seeds actually means matching of the resonance peaks only.  
The matching process continues along with the phase transitions (from its own column of rules) between 
clusters of different sizes of fractal seed sets with a motivation to track and activate the maximum 
density of coupled resonant oscillations in the argument column, and deactivate the routes with very low 
density coupling. This is the fundamental driving mechanism for computation. Once an equilibrium is 
reached, a 3D map is derived and it is sent as a solution. This 3D map is a projection from the 
dynamically changing large columns of arguments and rules of phase transitions. Thus, we could 
alternately view the process with a von Neumann eye: the internal 3D map or the software program 
writing engine writes a code for solving a problem when it matches with the external information 
generated 3D map, it executes the program when its unique phase transition protocol is derived. To sum 
up the analogy with conventional computer, we state: inside the column of arguments, astronomically 
large numbers of software code writing protocols are embedded with a unique technology, which 
emerges depending on the problem asked.  
3. Spontaneous Reply-Back: Performing a Search without Searching 
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Majority of computational algorithms developed in the last three decades have considered that the 
devices that holds the optional solutions of a query could listen to the question but could not reply-back 
to the questioner simultaneously and spontaneously. Thus, to learn the location for addressing each 
option specifically, the wiring of computing elements became necessary in the computer chips [31].  
The circuit is a liability even in a quantum computer. Additionally, we need a program that coordinates 
the process for a system point to reach to the individuals and retrieve the replies one by one, several 
protocols are adopted to decrease the computing time, a summary of the physical principles are noted in 
the Figure 3a. The quantum protocol only decreases the number of queries, with Log2n advantage over 
classical, n is the size of the search space, but “reply back” requires an antenna and receiver attached to 
the memory elements and new kind of the identification code. Grover’s algorithm suggests that due to 
entanglement any number of people in a group could be considered as one object/choice, if any classical 
route allows such group-test such that classical computing would match the quantum computing [32]. 
This is shown in Figure 3b. Additionally, except for a few problems (factorization), the quantum 
protocol does not provide sufficient speed up. The reason for exponential speedup is the sharing 
associative matrix D, which requires a peculiar requirement in the nature of the problem. Moreover, for 
pattern search, the matrix D needs to be redefined for each network mode, hence entanglement needs to 
be broken, which would collapse the speed up. There will be no difference between a classical and a 
quantum search. Exponential speedup is not the prerogative of quantum entanglement; it could be 
realized in a pure classical systems too [32,33]. Here, we look beyond exponential speed up and suggest 
“Spontaneous reply back” that supersedes the exponential speedup promised by a quantum computer, 
we explain the reason below.  
Instead of Log2n attempts, we want to make only one query, and the solution would reach the 
questioner, then the size of a search space becomes irrelevant. If we use a multinary switch (with more 
than two decisions) [34,35] that has an antenna for each state in addition to the sensor, it can radiate out 
the solution in all directions, so irrespective of n, the questioner gets the answer in one attempt  
(Figure 3b). We have already demonstrated this technology [36]. Fundamentally, our basic information 
processing device will be an oscillator attached to an antenna and a receiver, the oscillator is so designed 
that we can write/erase multiple resonance states. When an electromagnetic signal is applied to the 
device, multiple resonant oscillator circuits absorb energies specific to the resonance frequencies and 
start oscillating. This oscillation turns the system unstable; as a result, the energy is radiated outside via 
non-radiative coupling as shown in Figure 3c, noise does not mix with signals as the absorption occurs 
only for signals with the perfect matching frequencies, at the same time, the emission is always quantized. 
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Figure 3. (a) Time taken for computing per step for increasing population or search space N 
is plotted for computing when “coherence” is used by various means; (b) A comparison 
between classical, quantum and “reply back” routes; (c) Energy transfer for two inducting 
coils, far distance communication are presented in different orientations; (d) A wave train in 
our computer, four frequency domains. 
 
Since, irrespective of the nature of information, processing and communication should occur via 
coupling the resonance peaks, thus, operational and computational language of our artificial brain is 
written using only one parameter, “frequency”. This principle is shown in Figure 3d. A wireless resonant 
non-radiative power transfer ensures reliable communication even when the noise amplitude is more 
than the signal [20,37]. An accurate frequency match is the key, and natural vibrational frequency of  
a material cannot change by an external noise, thus, solution holder spontaneously sends the reply even 
under noise, and penetrates any material that does not match its frequency [38]. Even under massive 
noise, these resonance frequencies act as an attractor during synchronization, when the system is 
dragged away, this basic natural property pulls back the system to the particular frequency state. 
Therefore, modulating the natural frequency and harnessing its advantages are the keys to our new class 
of computing, that explore materials “electromagnetic transparency”. 
Why a chain of resonance for scale free “reply back”? 
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We have explained above, reply back via non-radiative energy transfer. This technology relies on the 
“electromagnetic transparency” of the material, however, due to large reflection coefficient the 
transparency develops opacity. Thus, screening effect restricts wireless communication beyond certain 
limits of the immediate neighborhood. For this reason, we cannot rely on an antenna-receiver concept to 
scale up the “reply back” technology, where radiation energy passes through the air between two 
materials, the philosophy requires a fundamental change. Alternatively, we have introduced a 
multi-layered structure where output structural product of one layer is used as seed for the next layer.  
Figure 4. (a) Two layers A and B, common resonance band exchanges energy; (b) A random 
form of energy given to layer C is eventually distributed among all layers and resonance 
bands of those layers get activated; (c) The resonance chain, energy transmission both ways; 
(d) A blue ball is kept at the topmost layer, if each layer has two seed structures then how 
energy will transmit, the path is shown here. 
 
For each layer, the resonance band has three distinct domains, one domain is used to communicate 
with the inner layer, and one with the external layer, one layer is kept for its own information processing, 
as shown in Figure 4a. Thus, all layers are energetically connected by a single chain of resonance band, 
irrespective of the size of the device architecture now a wireless communication can transmit without 
getting screened anywhere. Energy given as an input at any layer transmits to the entire chain of 
resonance bands, both ways, towards the lower and towards the higher frequency regions of the chain as 
shown in the Figure 4b. Any form of energy is suitably absorbed and then transmitted across the 
resonance chain as shown in Figure 4c. A resonance chain connects every single computing seed in the 
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system, thus, zillions of seeds are wired into a massively complex yet a single network as shown in the 
Figure 4d. It means energy given or radiated out from any part of the chain of materials does not need  
to leave the material, pass through the air and then return to the material, instead, resonance chain 
provides a safe passage, reflection/transmission becomes irrelevant. Thus, we realize a new class of 
wireless communication. It is remarkable that due to the basic material design for maintaining the single 
chain, screening effect does not affect the communication even though billions or zillions of devices are 
assembled together. 
No need to know location, hence, connecting circuit is not required:  
Our artificial brain does not use any meaningless “bits”, and then converts the suitable information 
with it, like in a conventional computer, it directly captures and uses “if-then” arguments, writes every 
image and its groups, compressed into a fractal form of those arguments, and those fractal seeds and 
their association fractals are stored as a complete network of arguments. Even triggering a single 
“if-then” argument expands enormously in scale, since far distant sensory parts are also coupled (like the 
image of a lotus, associated sound and its smell) by a new fractal function, then entire function activates 
and responds synchronously to the smallest argument, and all associated dynamic routes are triggered. 
This is the most remarkable advantage of using a complex frequency space based computing, 
information located in any layer in any seed would eventually “reply back” simultaneously and 
spontaneously. Any local frequency map say located in a seed triggers one layer above and above finally 
covers the entire device via resonance chain, and if necessary, then synchronization could activate other 
functions located entirely in a new region, down to the entire local nets associated with it [39]. This is 
called an umbrella path, which we will describe in details later. Therefore, we do not need one to one 
wiring for the spontaneous reply neither inside a sensory region, nor outside. We can also suggest that 
whole computing hardware acts like a single molecule oscillator, hence the location of the seeds in the 
womb of another seed is taken care of in an unprecedented manner.  
The NP complete intractable “Clique” problem and a universal “reply back” protocol:  
The Clique problem is a very well defined intractable problem [40], we have chosen this problem for 
designing our computer because we want to construct a pattern based computer just like a human brain. 
The clique problem needs to be solved in a finite time for any advanced cognitive or creative intelligence 
observed even in primitive neural networks, this is our perception about brain engineering.  
In a Clique problem a 2D or 3D random network made by connecting large number of points as 
shown in Figure 5a. Obviously, the number of possible patterns that could be generated from this 
composition is astronomically large. Now, if we want to search a given unknown pattern in that resource 
pattern, it is not possible to find that pattern with any computer within a finite time. However, if those 
points have the properties to reply back together spontaneously then we can get the search result without 
searching as noted in Figure 5a. As noted above that to avoid the screening effect we need a new kind of 
material that would follow the resonance chain throughout the architecture. There exist several classes of 
the clique problem originally proposed in 1949, as frequently observed in the classic intractable 
problems, certain constraint are imposed to simplify the complex network and then an algorithmic route 
is found to solve that problem. However, in this particular case, we take any sensory data, visual, sound, 
touch, taste or smell in the form of a 2D pattern and from that image we transform the single image into 
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several layers of images, each containing several different classes of “frequency fractal” seeds as shown 
in Figure 5b. During transformation each layer distinctly represents a particular type of fractal seeds, 
based on size of the basic geometric shapes used that incorporates global relationship of elements in a 
pattern. The network between various different kinds of fractals are generated due to the typical conical 
architecture of the entire computing network as shown in Figure 5c. Finally, as noted above, all layers 
co-exist with a complex connection between the fractal seeds inside a layer and between multiple layers 
as shown in Figure 5d. The magnitude of many to one and one to many connections and directivity of 
connections ensure that even a single image to be treated as a 3D tensor not a matrix, thus, even the 
simplest pattern with 20 pixels belongs to the intractable class.  
Figure 5. (a) A 3D clique network, the red noted part replies back to the query; (b) Five 
sensory columns hold a large number of fractal seeds, they get connected to form a complex 
argument; (c) Number of oscillator increases incredibly as we move higher frequency scale, 
conical column = AjoChhand computer; (d) A single image is divided into multiple layers, 
each path is a network of fractal seeds. 
 
Simplest form of computing in our computer: The engineering principles of a seed structure 
that can spontaneously “reply back”:  
Creating liquid state models or echo state models [20] using the seed device is not practically feasible, 
since “reply” would automatically get masked within a limited distance. Therefore, we devised the 
resonance chain to take reply from the atomic scale to the meter scale and it is partially implemented 
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using an innovative composition of wired and wireless technology [38]. One important aspect of 
computing with “spontaneous reply” systems is that an exposure to a specific external frequency signal 
triggers a natural vibration of the system, the nature of vibration is determined by the frequency of the 
signal. We cannot completely re-write the resonance states of our choice in the material, because it is  
the fundamental property of any material, we can only make a provision to shift the peak by changing  
its conformation or re-arrange electron density distribution in the seed geometry by modulating it  
symmetry [41]. As noted above that in our computer we save the “solutions” or “decisions” as a 
connected pattern where each point is a decision, so that we can solve the Clique problem in the 
hardware always and automatically any kind of given problem will be solved. Now “if-then” argument is 
the basic decision, if we save “if-then” as a single point in the pattern, then externally when “if” will be 
applied, “then” will be sent back. Using the ac signal with near the resonance frequency values, we shift 
the one or more resonance peaks such that if one set of peaks is triggered, for a certain time, the other 
peaks corresponding to “then” are triggered automatically. This is the simplest form of computing in our 
proposed computer. Therefore, we need to have a protocol inside the seed structure to introduce a 
coupling between particular peaks. If all resonant circuits packed inside a single seed are coupled 
together, then there is an automated coupling among all fundamental resonance peaks (FRP). Any 
injected energy is divided among all circuits according to their coupling factor. Since the coupling is not 
homogeneous, the input energy is distributed non-linearly among all resonance energy levels. We need a 
tool to change this coupling such that a new energy distribution law or coupling is imposed. This could 
be done by a conformational change in the structure or re-defining the electronic density distribution. 
Now, to trigger the spontaneous self-assembly of an existing seed, the existence of three distinct bands 
of FRP is a sufficient criteria. We have argued above the necessity of three bands to create a chain, now 
if the fundamental seed device is kept in a proper environment (solution, temperature, pH, electric or 
magnetic field), and all three bands are triggered by some means, then the uppermost band with lower 
frequencies would also get activated and couple neighbors roaming around in the solution, if provision 
of flexible bonding is kept, then, the fundamental seeds would self-assemble such that the upper 
resonance band remains strongly activated. Now, by trial and error in the design, we make sure that the 
seeds assemble and forms a new structure that has the triplet resonance band in the next frequency range. 
Recently we have synthesized such a material [42], at higher assembly levels (shape is large) the shape 
may appear like fractal antenna [43].  
How accurate is to suggest that chain of resonance is a Frequency Fractal?: Fundamental 
necessity to form a fractal 
The generic form of a reply should contain a positive and a negative note, which is the basic criterion 
of a binary argument. Here we set the language of our hardware as “frequency”, “amplitude” provision is 
kept only to modulate the coupling strength, hence we cannot set “zero” signal as the ground state. 
Therefore, the direction of signal propagation becomes an important criterion for defining an argument. 
If multiple resonating circuits (here circuit means simply an organic structure that resonates) are 
assembled to form a basic seed and an ac power is pumped, at particular ac frequencies, one particular 
direction is favored and for particular frequencies, the reverse direction is favored. All circuits can 
transmit distinct signals simultaneously and cause multi-modal mechanical vibrations of the system at 
the same time, which is often referred here as harmonic and anharmonic overtones.  
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Therefore, we need to classify the fundamental resonance band in two different ways, one set is 
positive, p-FRP (say x), and the other set is negative n-FRP (say y) as shown in Figure 6a. The same 
hardware will act as simultaneously operating multiple parallel worlds. Secondly, if we consider 
harmonic or inharmonic overtones naturally generated in the seeds due to the triggering of the resonance 
frequency, then the positive resonance frequencies and the negative resonance frequencies (x and y) try 
to generate two different sets of vibrations in the same hardware. As a result, we get only a few allowed 
frequencies for the x and y to survive in the “reply back hardware”. However, some of these survived 
frequencies will “reply back” in the positive direction and some of these will “reply back” in the 
negative direction. Therefore, we need two functions to represent the generic “reply back features”.  
In other words, we state that the set of frequencies {p-FRP} and {n-FRP} their overtones interact and 
generate F(x, y) and G(x, y) and since we cannot represent both of them in one axis, we create an 
imaginary axis for one function, this is explained in Figure 6b. Most interestingly, if we start from x+iy 
then we can generate the F(x, y) + iG(x, y) form partially, note that all values of the overtones cannot be 
generated from the complex number, since it is an infinite series. This function is a conservative map of 
a generic “reply back” pattern, which does not include all terms of the series, which physically exist in 
the hardware.  
Figure 6. (a) Signals propagating in an opposite direction in a seed oscillator; (b) Escape 
point hardware means a given layer is a single cell of another layer B and at the same time 
has enormous seeds A inside; (c) Escape time hardware, produces basic geometric fractal 
seeds; (d) Harmonic and anharmonic overtones, one is integral multiple and another is 
non-integral, there are infinite levels. 
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The actual physical picture of an “if” statement in the hardware: If there is a change in seed 
conformation (when an “if” statement is written), which redefines the electron density distribution, we 
get a modified reply pattern, which is again cut short into the reply back expression F1(x, y) + iG1(x, y). 
An essential query is that “if there is a peak shift, then how could a modified function represent the 
modified fractal, after all fractal means change in the every single layer?”. The answer is “yes”, first, as 
our experiment in the brain and in the artificial material shows that there are a large number of resonance 
peaks in the band, this is the reason we coined the term Fundamental resonance peak or FRP. In practice, 
some non-FRPs which have very low intensity rise up, silencing one of the FRPs, this event we term as 
shifting, this is shown in Figure 2b. Now, we would clarify a very important fact about this computer 
here to avoid any confusion, “When an “if” statement is written, it does not mean shifting of one peak at 
one seed, every single “if” statement forms a network of resonance peaks distributed over multiple 
layers to the top layer”. Thus, our mathematical presentation of a fractal expression for a single “if” 
statement is logically justified. Mathematically formation of “if” is explained in Figure 6c, its physical 
equivalence is shown in Figure 2a,b.  
If we self-assemble two such seeds wherein two different “if” statements are written, one with  
F1(x, y) + iG1(x, y) and another with F2(x, y) + iG2(x, y) then it could be possible that some frequencies 
of these two terms are common. Then, simply by triggering one “frequency” point in the 2D plot for 
device 1, one can trigger the other device 2. Now, if device 2 conformation change is such that as soon as 
the common frequency points are triggered, the device 2 triggers with a unique F2(x, y) + iG2(x, y),  
the operation is the simplest form of computing, by triggering the resonance chain. However, even in the 
simplest case the decision is an infinite series with several harmonic and inharmonic overtones similar to 
the ones shown in Figure 6d. Thus, Frequency Fractal is not complete, but a fairly conservative 
presentation of actual self-similarity clearly observed in the resonance chain. It should be noted that in 
an infinite series, 10
81
 th term can represent a solution and/or affect the solution whether we can write it 
or not is irrelevant.  
4. Two Classes of Fractals: Escape-Time Frequency-Fractal and Iterative Function Systems 
Spatial fractal describes self-similar geometric shapes at different levels of magnification [43].  
Our computer uses mainly two classes of fractals, escape time fractal and iterative function systems. 
Self-similarity in a spatial fractal is visible, it generates beautiful patterns found in nature. First we 
explain the escape time fractal, because the hardware we build for our brain-like computer is an escape 
time fractal. A function y = f(x) means, expressing the plotting function as y in terms of x, one example 
is y = Logx. In a 2D spatial coordinate system, (x, y), we plot x and y values by varying x and 
determining the corresponding values of y. For a fixed value of x, we always get a well-defined value of 
y. As a result, the pixel size is a constant number thus fixed and irrespective of the boundary values of x 
and y, the nature of the curve remains the same. However, for fractal, we always get F(x, y) + iG(x, y) = 0, 
hence, each pixel or the smallest box of the graph is defined by two functions not by constant numbers. 
For example, in this case, the x axis of the pixel is from F(x1, y1) to F(x2, y2) and the imaginary i axis of 
the pixel is from G(x1, y1) to G(x2, y2). Therefore, if we change the boundary values x and y, within that 
pixel, the same pattern would appear as shown in Figure 6b, which is not possible for the normal 
functions. The reason for self-similarity or the beauty of the patterns lies in the fact that unlike the real 
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world where the smallest pixels of a graph are simple constants, here, even the characteristic and nature 
of the smallest pixel is determined by the function itself. One can zoom into a pixel forever and zoom out 
forever. This is the basic concept of an escape time fractal. Now unlike conventional escape time fractal, 
we do not want spatial self-similarity, we want self-similarity in the information content so that we can 
construct a resonance chain. 
Our hardware is an escape time fractal: In our computer, the hardware is an escape time fractal, 
we need to open up the womb of a seed to find billions of other seeds inside which construct the lower 
layer, then we can take any one of those seeds, open up its womb and find billions of other seeds inside 
as shown in Figure 7a. This is not the only reason why we call it an escape time fractal. While spatial 
fractal is apparently self-similar, the frequency fractal’s self-similarity is very different. We consider 
that the real term of a complex number representing a fractal is “frequency” and the imaginary term is 
also a “frequency”. Therefore, x and y distances are replaced by two variable frequency terms in the 
functions F and G. The graph paper is a 2D frequency space. Even if one looks at the real pulses 
generated by the hardware, no apparent similarity would be visible [44], when those pulses are 
converted in terms of “frequency” and fitted with an expression of a complex equation then the data 
would start making sense. For example       , z is a complex number (z = x + iy) and c is a 
constant, this is an equation for mandelbrot fractal and we plot it’s real and imaginary terms to visualize 
the fractal. If we plot that in the real and the imaginary space parts for the complex number of the 
equation that defines the resonance chain of our computer, then we will see the frequency fractal or 
resonance chain, and when we say escape time fractal, we mean this information perspective of the 
escape time fractal not the spatial perspective noted above. Therefore, for every seed we get a 2D 
frequency space and by entering any of the cells inside we can enter into another layer as shown in 
Figure 7b. Until now, fractal structures were studied for their ability to sustain coherence for quantum 
communication, etc. [45], but here, we are not interested in the structure, rather, self-similarity in the 
measurable property that is not visible in the object shape. 
The escape-time fractal hardware produces the software, which is a hierarchical network of 
iterative function systems of “Fractal seeds”: Interestingly, always, to explain the occurrence of 
self-similarity in nature, iterative function systems are used. It means a set of simple geometric shapes 
like triangle, square, and different polygons, straight lines are combined in a special orientation and that 
is repeated several times to generate the architectures observed in nature as shown in Figure 6c. Our 
hardware is not essentially an iterative function system; however, it does a remarkable job to decompose 
any pattern in terms of fundamental “fractal seed” patterns and network of those patterns are also 
connected by elementary geometric “fractal seeds”, this process goes on and on. Suppose we are looking 
at a beautiful picture of Rama and Sita wedding ceremony, every single equal intensity contour’s 
geometric shape to the nearest polygon is identified and then those are created by the coupling of 
resonance peaks. This happens at the ground level. At the next layer, centers of larger, brighter, 
geometric shapes are connected by polygons, straight lines, etc. The pattern of these fractal seeds evolve 
in such a way that we could represent entire phenomena as if several concentric spheres are there and on 
the surface of each sphere the patterns made of fractal seeds are evolving with time. Figure 7c. 
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Figure 7. (a) More is the “if-then” arguments, bigger is the sphere. Arrows denote coupling 
(top). Seed A makes B and so on (bottom). Resonance band and 2D graph of arguments are 
same; (b) Self-assembly of arguments form a cluster, these clusters self-assemble again;  
(c) Spheres of different radius denotes nature of “fractal seed” assembly. All patterns plot 
together do not overlap. This is the principle of superposition of fractals. 
 
We have carried out an extensive research on image cognition and an advanced state of the art 
software was already developed for the proof of concept, which is described below in the 
AjoChhand-Soft section. In this way, a single picture is dissolved into a multi-layered compositions of 
“fractal seeds”. This decomposition looks like our resonance chain hardware, we open up a seed and a 
large number of seeds come up. This automatic conversion can be imagined but cannot be fully 
decomposed using a conventional computer programming. A simple calculation would show that even 
within 3 layers of a picture decomposition we reach intractable domain with 10 fractal seeds inside a 
fractal seed and each seed is connected to others by 9 wiring (10
10^9
 connecting point, 10^9=10
9
). At 
least we conclude from the above demand that our hardware resembles the demand of the hierarchical 
network crudely, 10 seed structure inside a seed structure and each seed with 9 resonance peaks generate 
a network of 10
10^9
 connecting points.  
An unprecedented mathematical relationship among allowed frequencies of resonance peaks: 
The resonance peaks in the bands of a resonance chain hardware as we have derived in the human brain 
(the experimentally derived resonance chain values are given below in our model of a human brain 
below) follow a unique relationship. We simply plot the resonance peaks of the brain along the 
frequency scale. We find that even if we take log of frequency in the primary axis, the plot looks like as 
if the resonance frequencies are separated by a log scale, normally peaks should appear equidistant after 
taking the log scale, as shown in Figure 8a. The distribution of resonance frequencies is a log function 
inside a log function. To eliminate the log distribution completely, since log values are separated by a 
linear distance, we take the linear values and then plot the derived resonance frequency once again, we 
find, it is a log distribution once again, the log feature or the non-linearity cannot be diminished. This 
means the frequencies are separated by a log function inside a log function inside a log function. 
Possibly this would continue. Recently, we have succeeded in synthesizing an organic supramolecular 
architecture wherein a multi-layered self-assembly was triggered naturally, we observed a similar log 
function behavior for the resonance frequency plot. Since a natural product, human brain and the 
artificially built organic supramolecular architecture both exhibit a unique resonance frequency 
correlation among them we investigated the origin and found that it originates from the power scaling 
law. If there is a homogeneous distribution of power among all resonance frequency values when the 
architecture of the multi-layered seed structure (or escape time hardware) is being formed, then the 
architecture should adopt a symmetry that allows it to maintain equal power loss throughout. If equal 
power loss is maintained, the lower frequencies would be spaced much nearer, now the power law is  
a conservative claim, the exponent of the power relationship holds an infinite series, thus generating  
a log inside a log inside a log function (this is not log(log(log(frequency....))), it is undefined).  
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Figure 8. (a) Triplet band made resonance chain plotted in a Log scale; (b) Entanglement 
causes immediate collapse, however, we need spontaneous synchronization and 
de-synchronization hence we need time Δt, however, it includes programming; (c) The 
mechanism of fusion and fission of fractal seed networks during computation. 
 
Start from a Lie algebra and end in an unknown world of mathematics: Why do we need an 
imaginary space-time world (F+iG) that defines the imaginary term for another such imaginary 
space-time world (F+if(x+iy..))? The physical significance of log is that a physical parameter varies 
depending on how much a parameter weighs at that point. Now, this is a very interesting situation even if 
we have a single log relation. Lie algebra [46] developed in the 1930s nicely address this issue. 
Kac-Moody Alzebra (1960) an extension of Lie Alzebra developed over a complex space addresses 
infinite dimension [47]. The linear space transformation that governs the “rate of change”, could be a 
complex number if there is self-similarity, in our case we have self-similarity. Now, the interesting part 
is that the linear space transformation cannot define a rate of change which contains a parameter that is 
defined by another complex number’s space transformation. In such situations, without a debate in 
mathematics we consider that a function becomes an undefined mathematical entity. However, we leave 
with a major conclusion that since in our case the complex number’s real and imaginary parts are 
frequency, therefore, we have an imaginary space-time world inside another imaginary space-time world 
and so on. Already a part of this theory was formulated in Riemannian manifold [48].  
Iterative function systems are resolved in the images given to the new class of computer in the way 
described above, however, during computation, at different layers of the hardware, synchronization and 
de-synchronization of the resonant oscillation continues [49]. Computing time is the synchronization 
time of the fractal seeds as shown in Figure 8b. Synchronization leads to coherence which means Fractal 
seeds oscillate in the same phase and frequency. Spontaneous switching between synchrony and 
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de-synchrony is essential, thus, entanglement is not a pre-requisite, the overall situation is explained in 
Figure 8b. The information perspective of that physical process of computing is that several fractal seeds 
of iterative function systems form the network, coupling and de-coupling of large networks is a generic 
event that happens during computation as shown in Figure 8c. We have noted above that there exists two 
columns, one for the “if-then” arguments, and the other for the phase transition rules. In fact the “if-then” 
arguments are formed by the construction of networks of fractal seeds of iterative function systems from 
the resonance peaks as shown in the Figure 9a. Below, we describe how these iterative fractal seeds get 
connected to form the network.  
(i) Fusion and fission of frequency fractals: Mathematically synchronization means, several 
iterative fractal seeds get fussed and de-synchronization means several such seeds get disconnected  
as shown in the Figure 9c. In the fractal theory three types of fusion and fission of fractal seeds have  
been developed.  
Type I: Suppose we are looking at a tree, then, the entire tree could be made of a square and a 
rectangle put together as a seed of the fractal and then by copying this geometric shape 
several times and then by rotating and connecting with it in very different ways, we can 
reproduce the entire tree. By combining and rotating basic structures, open and close 
versions of triangle, square to all polygons including a circle or curve, or straight line, every 
single structure found in nature could be created [50].  
Type II: From a basic straight line all primary structures like triangle, square, any type of polygons 
could be created using a simple fractal relationship. Therefore, the elementary filters for a 
complex pattern need not to be created specially and stored separately in the hardware, a 
generic frequency fractal generates all possible polygons from a straight line to circle, and 
all patterns co-exist. This is our background fractal F(x, y) + iG(x, y). Any modification to 
this fractal stores the arguments in the form of new fractals and again all possible patterns of 
those newly stored fractals co-exist. Co-existence physically means change in the F and G 
co-ordinates of the 2D frequency pattern to create a superposition of all images, just like 
several traveling paths of electrons around nucleus generates a diffused orbital perception [51]. 
Type III: Several type I fractals when evolve with time in the 2D frequency space, at the high 
frequency layer where we can see the evolution of the frequency fractal A in a large number 
of pixels, the entire pattern might appear as if it is a simple straight line or curve. Now, at 
this situation, if other fractal B evolves similarly in the same frequency space with typical 
common points so that A and B together appears as if a single circle or rectangle, then type 
II fractal may be born. If AB fractal is born which starts evolving together at all frequency 
space with AB as their seed we might get birth of a new thought that never existed. 
Similarly, several groups in multiple different regions of the same hardware might 
spontaneously get coupled just like AB, due to similarities in the dynamic evolution then a 
higher level perception fractal is born. These two types of fractals are called type III fractal [52]. 
Figure 9. (a) Resonance bands for three iterative function systems, common peaks couple 
and form an argument, set of resonance peaks denoted as yellow balls; (b) Self-assembly  
of arguments form a cluster, common values form “loop”, “expansion” “fractal”, etc. local 
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networks; (c) Square 2D images make complex 3D net; (d) How resonance band change 
shape, when memory is stored. 
 
Different ways of modifying the frequency fractals inside our artificial brain: The first route is 
to modify the antenna geometry, so that two independent frequency-controlling parameters (x and y), 
inhibitory and excitatory resonance frequencies change their interactions. As a result, F and G would 
be re-defined and scales would change. The second route is at the sensors, where a fractal frequency is 
created and in the cerebellum (computational output center of our artificial brain) where 
information-processing fractals regenerate the sensory signals. A fusion of fractals means addition of 
real and imaginary functions, F1 + F2 and G1 + G2 to generate a new fractal (type III), while fission is 
just the opposite. A fractal could be expressed as the sum of two different Fractals, due to a common 
physical phenomenon bifurcation in synchronization this kind of situation might arise AB fractal 
breaks into two parts A and B. In the hardware, when the basic resonance frequency of the hardware is 
fixed, fusion/fission of fractals would mean a change in the very basic combination of 
excitatory/inhibitory resonance frequencies (x and y). Does it mean a change in the basic hardware 
parameters? The answer is both yes and no, when we change the antenna inside the oscillator network 
of a particular level, actually we modify the seed partially for the next stage. Entire hardware thus 
undergoes a change collectively.  
(ii) Co-operative superposition of frequency fractals: A frequency fractal F(x, y) + iG(x, y) for the 
hardware means pulses of very specific frequencies as described by this equation would only resonate 
with the existing hardware. As soon as an input pattern Q(f1, f2) enters into the particular region of the 
artificial brain, say visual control region, due to the existence of multilayer hardwares, a replica of the 
image is created in all the layers [53]. As a result, fractal compression and expansion occurs at various 
levels. For example, if we see a tree, the basic pattern that evolved to generate the entire tree is 
automatically resolved in the lower frequency domain (larger sized oscillators). Thus, one could identify 
a tree even if the input could be given in an astronomically large number of distinct ways, it is already 
explained above that even a simple input image is transformed into stacks of images wherein each image 
has a large number of iterative fractal seeds, there are connections among seeds inside the decomposed 
images and between the images.  
Thus, a massively interconnected network of fractal seeds is generated, one such example is shown in 
Figure 9c, where we demonstrate that 2D fractal images are connected by wiring. This is not the 
complete picture, every single geometric shape that includes all polygons could be generated from a 
straight line with a kink (a straight line is not a fractal), this is already shown in this tutorial for students [54]. 
Now, we have incredibly large number of oscillating lines in the hardware. If we consider all sensory 
signal processing domains of the entire brain, everywhere, we would find only oscillating straight lines. 
Thus, in our multilayered hardware, we multiple clock-control paves the way to superimpose 
astronomical choices, one top of another. Quantum and classical computing algorithms do not explore 
the higher and the lower levels of any pattern, which enables spontaneous creation of several different 
kinds of groups and simultaneous recovery, hence our non-argumentative approach does everything that 
“decisive computing” paradigms promise, without an algorithm and a circuit. Moreover, we can do 
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something that existing computers cannot do, we can save the image of an “icecream” and retrieve its 
unique 3D perception,—a look-alike tree without writing a single line code. 
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When all fractal shapes created by a tree are being generated in the hardware, there is always a little 
difference with the basic background fractal of the hardware. Therefore, the junctions between the seeds 
at all levels undergo a little change so that natural vibration matches with the external input. How the 
resonance band changes with the input pattern is shown in the Figure 9d. Not only for a tree, even if there 
are a large number of objects in an image, the artificial brain identifies abstract geometrical relationships 
among different objects and creates an equivalent fractal for that abstract relationship also [55]. In case 
of several different kinds of sensory input data, due to the natural property of frequency fractal, the 
patterns in different parts of the artificial brain hardware (entire brain is a single fractal object) get 
correlated and a new fractal is formed. The brain circuit undergoes subtle changes to incorporate these 
features. In this way, visual, sound, taste, touch and smell data get correlated in the hardware. It should 
be noted that for the highest level of the brain fractal hardware, the basic seed pattern of the new input 
fractal is the highest-level perception data, this is saved in a very particular region, we call it frontal 
cortex region. All these basic fractal patterns for a single object, assembly of objects, to complex events 
are made of square, triangle or basic shapes, but with a unique feature, this is what we call co-operative 
superposition of various different fractals [56]. Note that new fractals are stored in the brain only  
when it does not match the existing patterns; if it matches there is no question for the hardware to store  
anything new.  
5. The Collapse of Turing Machine: Advancing Gödel’s Incompleteness Argument to a New Class 
of Computing Engine 
The Turing machine concept [1] is based on a clear description of information, which is the logarithm 
of the total number of distinct symmetries possible in a system, Turing machine needs very well defined 
sets of arguments. Turing patterns are widely seen in nature, the reason is that the pixel size is fixed by 
the organic molecular structure, hence computation is finished in a finite space and the product is 
delivered. However, if a mother machine decides to create the smallest pixel of the daughter fractal using 
another fractal, then the problem is un-decidable, as if an infinite growth process [57]. For three reasons 
we can scientifically argue what is the information content, however, cannot estimate it.  
First, here we create a column of arguments where the base part is real, could be measured in the 
system using machines, but the upper layers, which are formed by the coupling of the harmonic and 
anharmonic overtones of the resonance vibrations, those levels reach to an astronomical heights. Those 
coupled arguments do exist; however, since we cannot estimate fully, we simply say that the column of 
arguments extends to infinity. Now, this is not all.  
Second, there is another column of phase transition rules for the column of arguments, there exists 
rules, which cluster would undergo before, which one would undergo later. Due to natural self-assembly 
of arguments the rules of phase transitions are also written in the system and obviously the number of 
rules are astronomical in nature and cannot be written down.  
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Finally and most importantly, resonant vibrations have temporal dynamics associated with it, 
therefore, the column of rules for phase transitions do change continuously at all levels. The entire 
hardware has multilayered concentric sphere like architecture (say A, B, C), and each layer has a clock, 
while the clock moves extremely fast in the innermost layer A, and slowest at the topmost layer C. Now, 
a chain of phase transition could propagate from the top layer C to the innermost layer A and adopt a new 
path and then propagate to the top layer C before the top layer detects any significant change in time [24,25].  
Thus, for three reasons, information content in any layer at any given time can be defined qualititatively 
but not estimated by the system properties of that layer. If information cannot have quantitative 
expression, then no Turing machine could be constructed [23].  
Now we explain the above reasoning in terms of frequency fractal. The resonance chain that defines 
our computer is a fractal that is realized by its typical pixel, which is itself a function not a constant 
number. At every upper and lower limits of fractal hardware, there are two singularities where any 
Turing machine would become undecidable. It is not a series or parallel connection of two Turing 
machines, each processing a particular fractal, we need several simultaneously operating invisible 
Turing machines in the upper layer and in the lower layer to explain the output of the existing layer.  
The limiting pixel of the fractal is not a simple junction of two different hardwares representing two 
different operational domain of a single fractal, singularity points are junctions of simultaneously 
vibrating multiple resonance bands. The situation is like co-existence of multiple distinct identity  
of a single information, which has been proved mathematically undecidable by a Turing machine [57].  
The information content of the lower layer A and upper layer C are completely inaccessible by middle 
layer B, though B defines A, and C defines B. This situation does not fit the definition of Turing 
decidability. At every layer, we observe only the effect. In summary, controlling logic for the world B is 
located in C and the output of B is delivered to A, while A and C are inaccessible by B, this is against the 
principle of Turing machine.  
An attempt to explain all features using Turing machine network: Since conceptually we can put 
a Turing machine at every single layer and at every single places in the hardware, now we will try to do 
just that in a thought experiment and try to explain the entire event in terms of a Turing machine as 
shown in Figure 10a. During computation, synchronization and de-synchronization of resonance 
frequencies continue among all layers, between clusters of different sizes with a motivation to track and 
activate the maximum density of coupled vibrations, and deactivate the routes with very low density 
coupling. This is the fundamental driving mechanism for computation and decision-making. If we look 
at a single oscillator at any given time, it can physically couple with large number of other oscillators, 
clusters of different sizes, and trigger multiple pathways of phase transitions across the hardware. 
Therefore, one can define its information content in various different ways at any given time, it 
physically carries out many-body interactions and that interactions play vital role in governing the 
decisions of the system, hence, even for a single oscillator or a single cluster, information or logical set 
of arguments cannot define its status. We explain the same situation in another language. For every 
higher level of coupling, a cluster of oscillator’s unique compositional symmetry would define a distinct 
information content. In this way, logarithm of symmetry for all invisible layers has to be taken into 
account, which would simultaneously coexist. This situation is almost like a quantum system where  
0 and 1 states coexist. 
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Figure 10. (a) Resonance chain represented by a network of Turing machines working 
independently for the imaginary and real numbers; (b) Godel incompleteness based engine 
for our computer that should replace the Turing machine. 
 
Looking beyond the quantum world: the necessity of a Frequency Fractal like Turing tape: 
Since imaginary time and space is an essential element of this hardware, the query often comes to our 
mind is it related to a quantum world? We may define logarithm of the product of possible symmetries in 
all layers as the information content of a single oscillator or a cluster of oscillator located in a particular 
layer and try to construct a Turing machine just like we do, in a quantum Turing machine [58]. Two 
Turing machines one calculating the real term another imaginary. However, as described above, we have 
a different situation here because we are unable to estimate the information content and set logical 
argument here. Apparently, we need several tapes coexisting in the modified Turing machine, if it 
happens only once this is fine, just in the quantum system. However, when basic information has several 
faces, and all distinct faces simultaneously define particular kinds of information then, every single cell 
of the modified Turing tape should contain a Turing tape inside as shown in Figure 10b. Both 
sequentialization and parallelization are destruction of that information itself, to define it, we need to go 
inside any state at any given time, and a new world of information processing would open up, which we 
would represent with a new Turing tape and this journey would continue forever. We will try to explain 
below more elaborately that even in quantum computing with one imaginary space and one imaginary 
time, we were very fine with the Turing tape. What goes wrong now when we consider multi-layered 
architecture, where one set of oscillators is the womb of another set of oscillators and each layer contains 
a new clock [24,25]?  
This situation is not like quantum where several simultaneous facets collapse into one real value, 
even at the smallest unit scale we have imaginary terms which does not disappear as it happens in the 
quantum world. For quantum, we have one real world that is the classical one which we use for 
measuring and then there is an imaginary space and time world which gives a projection on the real space. 
When we study quantum mechanics we know very well that in the real world, whatever is coming, is 
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arriving from the single space-time world which cannot be seen or measured using clock hence thats 
imaginary, but defined. The situation changes dramatically, when we add another imaginary space-time 
world in the bottom and that also makes its projection in the real space. This simple addition of another 
imaginary space-time world has enormous implications. First, two imaginary worlds can interact with each 
other, ignoring our real world, which is sufficient to argue that the information content in the real world 
cannot be defined anymore and no argument could be constructed. The situation turns very interesting 
because now, in our real world the output of two imaginary space-time worlds cannot be said as “collapse”, 
as it is defined in a quantum mechanics textbook [17]. Basically, our real world then disappears and it 
becomes just another imaginary space-time world, hence, as soon as we add one imaginary space-time 
world below and one above, every single observation would remain unpredictable with the information 
of the three imaginary space-time worlds. We would clearly have some other interactions never taken 
into account. This is how a radical and a dramatic fundamental shift occurs when we consider a multilayered 
imaginary space-time world network, not parallely, not sequentially, but one inside another. The 
quantum-like world is a local observation in this generic world view. In our nature, quantum supersedes 
light speed, however, here clock speed is provided by maximum resonance frequency of a particular band.  
6. Self-Assembly and Phase Transition of Columns of Arguments 
Our artificial brain is a pattern based computer, every single information enters into the computer is 
converted into a 2D matrix or picture and then from this image a larger number stacks of images are 
constructed as a preparation to further processing. The first basic information that we need to learn about 
our artificial computer is that at the starting point the hardware is simply a jelly of organic molecular 
neurons. With learning, the jelly forms a semi-solid structure, a circuit where the neuronal molecules 
could still change their configuration and re-define the fundamentals of the circuit. The most important 
aspect of this learning is automated self-assembly of arguments. This is a very interesting aspect of our 
computer, since this enables us not to write any software program for the computer. In our computer, a 
“if-then” argument means, first a set of resonance peaks are coupled to construct “if” and another set of 
resonance peaks get coupled to construct “then”, as shown in Figures 2a and 9a. When our artificial 
brain learns, it stores “if” set and the “then” set such that, if from outside “if” set is triggered, then it 
causes the phase transition of the hardware and the “then” set gets activated. By storing this entire 
automated phase transition event, our artificial neural network spontaneously stores the “if-then” 
argument. Note that, “if” and/or “then” can have multiple peaks of different frequencies connected by a 
fractal relationship. This is the basic computational principle of our artificial brain-like computer.  
Creation of the column of arguments by self-assembly follows a power law: The brain starts 
learning from the first arguments and then more and more arguments are added. This addition process is 
very special. When two arguments are added to the hardware, new higher-level coupling rules among 
them are created and similarly more and more high-level coupling rules are born automatically since the 
addition of a new “if-then” hardware follows a particular protocol as shown in Figure 11a. If we make a 
simple calculation that only one resonance peak represents a “if” statement and only one peak represents 
a “then” statement, then, for the nth addition of “if-then” statement we will find ~n2 + 1 number of higher 
level coupling rules are automatically added, this is shown in Figures 10b and 11b,c. These automatic 
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additions of higher-level couplings follow fractal relationship and develop their own phase transition 
rules during learning. Therefore, during self-assembly of arguments by the brain jelly (our organic 
computing architecture, see Figure 1b, an astronomically large number of phase transition rules are also 
created and stored as shown in Figure 2c. The most interesting aspect of this feature is that a simple 
trigger at the ground level (or simple input data) could activate the phase transition at the topmost level 
or any other levels depending on the condition-match. This can lead us to a situation where we can plan 
for a very complex form of computing that Turing class computers cannot deliver within a finite time [28]. 
For example, if we simply consider that “if” and “then” states are made of a pair of exhibitory and 
inhibitory resonance peaks then n
2
 + 1 additional coupling increases to n
4
 + 1 and so on as shown in 
Figure 11c. When 2 clusters of “then” arguments generate 1 new cluster of argument, then we get a 
converging triangle, however, when 3 or more clusters couple, immediately from the first layer the 
arguments expand massively and then converge like a triangle as shown in Figure 11c. Eventually we 
reach a situation where the system could face an astronomically large number of new “if” situations and 
due to coupling by fractal thread, “spontaneous reply back” would identify “then” path instantly, entire 
path will respond to the query. The synchronization/response time will depend on the number of 
different frequency fractals used, not on the complexity of the path. 
Figure 11. (a) The basic principles of “self-assembly of arguments". Each circle is a cluster 
of “if-then” argument created as shown in Figure 9a; (b) The complete triangular network of 
arguments, the bottom layer is the actual arguments written in the hardware, the right end 
arrow of the triangle is where the growth occurs; (c) Three cases show how arguments grow 
in reality; (d) The basic relationship between “if-then” argument and phase transition.  
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Three fundamental rules for the creation of the column of rules of phase transition: 
Self-assembly and phase transition of arguments are two interplaying fundamental processes of 
computing in our artificial brain, both the columns are constructed simultaneously, however, apparently 
two columns would appear very different. While the column of argument (Figure 2c) provides the 
network of “if-then” argument clusters, the phase transition column (Figure 2c) which stores the data for 
“if” cluster transforms to “then” cluster relies on three essential considerations as explained by Figure 11d. 
First, the occurrence of phase transition is determined by the duration of the resonant vibration of a 
column of arguments. Second, the larger is the size of the cluster of “if” arguments, the smaller is  
the threshold time for the onset of a phase transition to the “then” cluster, the situation is described in  
the Figure 12a. Third, phase transition is a continuous process, the system moves towards a direction  
of those local resonant vibrations wherein maximum coupled resonant vibrations are located.  
In other words, the system point moves towards the higher density of states and expands that domain 
globally to dilute the density. This is the fundamental phenomenon that drives the computation in our  
artificial brain.  
Figure 12. (a) The self-assembly of phase transition rules, fractal seeds of iterative function 
systems form clusters of clusters, it starts from sing seed to the largest brain system.  
(b) Phase transition or symmetry breaking via conformational changes is the mechanism of 
storing a complex “if-then” argument cluster. (c) The common part between the writing 
hardware (here hippocampus) and the argument/computing space is rejected, rest part 
triggers “beating”.  
 
A remarkable resource management: store astronomically large data without using space: Our 
self-assembly concept is also fundamentally different from the conventional self - assembly of materials, 
here, randomly distributed basic geometrical elements made of frequency points in the F(x, y) + iG(x, y) 
map are coupled physically and a new fractal is born. This is an integration of information in a separate 
identity keeping the original pattern intact and without using any new hardware resources. Therefore, in 
materials self-assembly resource is essential for growth, however, when arguments self-assemble by 
creating new fractals then for its complete formation (fully expanded and compressed form) only the 
new seed needs to be stored. Since, the seed already exists in the patterns, only minor conformational 
changes in the hardware would couple different geometric elements of the fractal seed. Only changes 
that the hardware accounts for, are the conformational change to store superposition of all possible 
evolved forms of a fractal seed, this is explained in the Figure 12b. The next argument that arises, 
whether this particular self-assembly process would run out after a certain time, because, in a fixed 
hardware, the total number of conformational changes allowed, whatever big it is, after all would be 
finite. It could be shown using mathematical calculation that the possibilities are astronomically large 
and even if billions of conformational changes occur at every second, the 100 billion neuron devices or 
computing seeds can run for trillions of years without being exhausted. Thus, an alternative, better 
resource management than that demanded for quantum computing is provided here [33].  
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How the artificial brain decides where in the system actual changes need to be made for 
self-assembling the arguments: The necessity of beating: One of the fundamental aspects of resource 
management during self-assembly of arguments is that the associated conformational changes to couple 
basic geometries of the frequency map are made at one-step higher frequency range where the basic 
pattern is detected. The conformational changes are permanent in the sense that even in the absence of 
the basic criterion for the formation of the argument the conformational change is retained. However, if 
necessary, say one circle turns to two basic circles or triangles in the F(x, y) + iG(x, y) map (fission of 
fractals), then reverse conformational changes might occur in the system. Finally, conformational 
change can happen several parts of the hardware simultaneously, however, always minimum changes 
are made, if that does not meet the criteria then the hardware decides not to self-assemble that argument 
in a particular domain. This is how it is decided where to self-assemble a particular argument. In 
practice, if two frequency points are nearby, then a new phenomenon is generated in the hardware, this is 
called “beating”, this causes a unique response in the localized neighborhood. This “beating” effect 
identifies the exact location of the hardware needs to be changed and how much changes are required to 
nullify the “beating” effect [59,60]. We have explained with a schematic in Figure 12c how in a real 
human brain this “beating” effect would identify which neuron needs to be changed. This is the 
hardware mechanism of self-assembly of arguments. 
7. Complete Operational Model of the AjoChhand Brain-Like Computer 
Since our computer does not require programming, we need to have a hardware arrangement so that 
all input sensory data are converted in a very particular format that is processable by our brain-like 
computer. Our large-scale model of the functioning brain is very different from the existing models 
that capture the neuro-anatomy features [61,62]. First, we capture the brain functions in much more 
details and secondly, both in our hardware and software versions, the system creates its own 
arguments, we never design or program anything that is function specific for a particular sensor or 
behavior. The system learns those features by themselves. The use of frequency fractal instead of 
normal fractals is beneficial for several reasons. In the real human brain, (a) the distribution of 
functional connections; and (b) the probability of finding a link vs. distance are both scale-free [63], 
this could be achieved using a frequency fractal naturally. 
Mathematical representation of the computer: universal law for constructing multilayered 
seeds: The entire computing hardware is the physical representation of a complex resonance frequency 
map F1(x, y) + iG1(x, y) as shown in Figure 13a. Thus, any form of noise matching the frequency at any 
part would trigger the vibrations associated with the hardware. Even if a small part of it is triggered, at 
any frequency domain, the energy would be canalized to other frequency channels. Thus, entire 
hardware is designed to remain always in an activated mode under noise. Noise turns it to a start up mode 
and no external energy is required. We have already mentioned that from the innermost layers smallest 
seed to the largest seed (a tree of complex frequency patterns), the defects in the F(x, y) + iG(x, y) map 
(resonance chain) is the memory. We have specifically noted that the role for the fractal antenna, which 
is connected to every single seed of every frequency range, is not to send signal all over the brain, just in 
the neighborhood, only up to the limiting dimension seed for the next range of the frequency map. First, 
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the orientation of antenna constructs the F (x, y) + iG(x, y) map and then the antenna continuously 
evolve structurally to generate the modified form of F(x, y) + iG(x, y) into F1(x, y) + iG1(x, y). 
Therefore, at this point, we try to underpin specifically, what are the exact changes that an antenna needs 
to reflect when it evolves its configuration [64,65]. At every level of the hardware, the angle between the 
oscillators and their length determines the resonance frequency and the coupling behavior. We have 
explained it in the plot Figure 13b, depending on the hardware the allowed values change, it should be 
noted that irrespective of the layer, in a particular computer, all seeds starting from the atomic scale to 
the largest scale would follow the particular nature of the plot in Figure 13b. This is the most important 
code or universal engineering principle that is followed during construction of a hardware. 
The information content of the hardware: Role of synchrony and de-synchrony: (i) Synchrony 
and de-synchrony [39] shown in Figure 13c, among large clusters of pulses automatically convert and 
save data into a pattern of frequency fractal, which is the fractal computer analogue of a software 
program. It constructs the circuit for a new problem as shown in Figure 9b, which is a change in the local 
fractal antenna to incorporate the modified F(x, y) + iG(x, y), learn relationships among geometrical 
shaped groups of frequency patterns and save the operational rules by the system itself, which are simply 
fractal seeds; (ii) The system computes based on its temporal dynamics, which is recovering all 
associated fractal seeds via synchronization and de-synchronization of pulses belonging to the fractal 
pattern executes the generation of entire “then” pattern for the input “if”, which we term as “phase 
transformation of the “If” pattern”. As a result of this transformation, the system decides automatically, 
simultaneous, parallel and sequential parts of a problem,—modified Turing machine is trivial to 
construct [66]. In the Figure 8b, c we have explained that “synchronization time” is the computing time. 
However, synchronization time depends on two primary factors, Quanlity factors of the resonance peaks 
and the coupling area, the coupling area relates to the frequency and intensity of the resonance peak 
controls the quality factor. These four parameters are key controlling factors, which arguments would 
survive, and which arguments would disappear inside the computer, hence we explain the 
interrelationship explicitly in the Figure 13d; (iii) Informative content [2] on this computer is the 
time-evolution of a 3D pattern of pluses, which is fully expanded and compressed form of a frequency 
fractal at all possible frequency ranges. Every single fractal seed is correlated particularly in some 
groups via another fractal seed. The addition of a new fractal seed or an argument or memory first finds 
a suitable seed-encoding region, all associated seed based correlations are found and then the seed is 
included in the hardware along with all of its correlated seeds. Therefore, no equation can alone describe 
this situation. The co-existence of positive and negative resonance frequencies, drive synchronization in 
two parallel directions at the same time and the conformational changes occurring in the hardware at 
every possible frequency range of the frequency fractal modulates the process so much that “symmetry 
breaking” would not be a sufficient explanation for the entire situation, rather we would say, “phase 
transition” of the system (Figure 12a, b). Therefore, an imaginary term that is invisible in the hardware 
plays a fundamental role in computing, and this situation cannot be programmed. Note that phase 
transition is fractal equivalent of random network where we see “explosive percolation” [67]. 
Figure 13. (a) The resonance chain showing the frequency limits, the chain could be a 
moderate output of a single fractal equation; (b) In a seed, the angle between helical 
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oscillators and the length of the oscillator, defines an allowed area, that remains constant for 
all layers; (c) The definition of synchrony and de-synchrony; (d) Two plots (above) shows 
how four inter-related parameters coupling factor, quality factor, intensity and frequency 
determine the synchronization or cumputing time. The plot below explains the basic 
definition of coupling factor and Quality factor.  
 
Fractal antenna enables all frequencies to have equal intensity:Power scaling law: In the start up 
hardware which has no information or argument, represented as a pure function F(x, y) + iG(x, y), all the 
fractal antenna are ideally connected, no deformation is observed. Therein antenna reconfiguration is the 
key to information storage and processing. Due to fractal shape, entire artificial brain follows a power 
scaling law, which ensures a homogeneously distributed power consumption throughout the system,  
and it ensures frequency invariance [56]. However, frequency invariance undergoes a little change 
continuously due to the evolution of the circuit.  
(i) The principle of coherent superposition of sensory fractals: All information entering into  
our artificial brain-like computer via our specially designed sensor attachments first converts entire  
sensory information into a stream of pulses in a well defined architecture as shown in Figure 14a [62]. 
The time gap between two pulses is the frequency, however, there are several kinds of time gaps 
between groups of pulses. Every group is characterized with a particular frequency range and 
distribution. The “collection of frequency” is shaped in a 3D form as a function of time, (2D surface 
changes with time so we get a 3D pattern), which is transported via nerve bundle to the original brain. 
Each class of sensor operates in a different frequency domain and cooks its own fractals in a very 
particular way. However, there is a strict principle of defining sensory fractals in a living body, we call 
this “cooperative superposition principle”. We have already noted before that if we plot F and G terms 
of all fractals of all sensors in a living body or attached to the brain, then in the combined graph paper 
no point will be common and no point will cross between any two fractals. This is very essential to 
design the fractal-based computer like ours to operate, because eventually, when all sensory fractals 
will fuse in the artificial hippocampus, then, there should be no conflict. The protocol that is followed 
for the superposition is demonstrated in the Figure 14a right, using a line, several fractals in the five 
sensory domains located in different parts of their distinct resonance chains are connected to form  
a network.  
(ii) Automated sensory data editing in a Fractal way: The necessity of linear circuiting: Linear 
wiring is used in the brain to execute sensor-specific manipulation of the entire information content, in 
our computer, we do not rule out the necessity of linear processing. Only point we keep in mind that 
all individual components which are circuited, form a single molecule like oscillator even after the 
connection is made. Each component is like atoms of a molecule and the wiring acts like orbital bonds. 
On the way to the sensory signal-processing region of the brain, the different kinds of signals are 
synchronized; filtered, manipulated and thus, initial processing is performed. For example, distance 
between two objects are processed in the synaptic cord (touch sensor synchronizer), some parts of the 
visual data from left and right eyes are exchanged, etc. Since all sensory data is converted in terms of 
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fractal seeds right after they are captured, coordinates of each neural cable does not require to be fixed 
in the bundle, it is transport of a single fractal that evolves with time. Depending on the sensory signals, 
particular manipulations are carried out: (i) Determination of particular kinds of correlations among 
certain groups and fuse them into a single fractal or divide them into multiple fractals; (ii) Synchronize 
particular kinds of groups if they occur repeatedly within a particular time interval [44]; (iii) Isolate 
some parts of the unified fractals physically, or physically couple with other sensory fractal-seeds by 
wiring manipulation. The advantage of fractal based data manipulation is that fusion, fission or other 
mathematical operations are carried out even in the presence of massive noise and since we use 
frequency fractals, we do not need to superimpose two sets of signals at a perfect time. Even if there 
are delays, particular patterns overlap depending on their mathematical geometry.  
Figure 14. (a) The plot on the left shows how input image distributes as fractal seeds, in five 
layers, before sending the output. The plot right shows how multiple sensory domains with 
distinct resonance chains hold a complex “if-then” argument; (b) The complete operational 
protocol for the decision making in our computer; (c) Tree is resolved into a geometric shape  
at the top which triggers several similar objects (umbrella route); (d) Each layer has its  
own dynamic stack of layers, and those dynamics layers couple during computing, the 
network between dynamic layers are not shown for clarity. The temporal stacks couple in 
astronomical ways.  
 
(iii) Expansion of “If” clusters and phase transition to “Then”: All 3D sensory fractal data 
triggers the matching frequencies in the artificial cortex region of the brain, all associated fractals 
triggers and the expansion is massive, global, several fractal seeds get activated. Equilibrium is reached. 
During expansion of the synchronized fractals, several indirectly coupled seeds, when they form new 
fractal seeds, an attractor loop [68,69] works naturally as a direct consequence of multi-directional 
synchronization process. This attractor is also an essential feature of the decision making, because 
even when we look at a single fractal seed (of a tree), depending on the conformational changes 
involved in the process, the probabilities of all the fractal forms arising out of that seed are not equal, 
some forms are favored, there is a probability distribution. Similarly, when several fractal seeds are 
coupled to create another seed, probability distribution of the associated dynamics triggers an attractor 
and the system when activated spontaneously tries to take the system in a particular direction.  
This is what we call the execution of an “if-then” statement or symmetry breaking. Local scale 
transformations of “if” into “then” is a continuous process, it starts at different places locally and then 
spread globally. It was earlier mentioned that the rules generated in the topmost layer or lowest 
frequency regime of the frequency fractal hardware is stored in a special place, namely artificial 
forebrain. The local scale symmetry breaking spreads all over the fractal hardware and it shifts from 
local to global scale phenomenon.  
The fundamental steps of computing: The cyclic loop: The complete computing path of our 
artificial brain-like computer is shown in Figure 14b. Beyond a certain threshold, artificial forebrain 
rules or fractal seeds matches the fractal-seed compositions of global “if” pattern and then a large 
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global scale symmetry breaking takes place and from “if” the “then” pattern is generated. We define it 
as a phase transition. Entire “if-then” system, including those fractal-seeds, which are not found in the 
brain, fuse to form a single fractal and then the unit is sent to the artificial hippocampus. The device 
that has a spiral path, which automatically integrates all fractal-seeds arriving from different parts of 
the brain and it sends the fused fractal back and forth to different regions of the brain in a cyclic loop. 
Neighboring artificial amygdala, thalamus, hypothalamus, limbic system, pre-frontal cortex all eight 
vital mid brain components act a “fractal eraser” and “fractal transformer” which causes another phase 
transition of the fused fractal in the hippocampus. The transformed fused fractal is then sent back to 
the cortex region and another expansion of “If” cluster and phase transition occurs. After a few cyclic 
processes, there are not many changes in the eventual fused fractal in the artificial hippocampus is the 
final solution of the “if” fractal entered into the brain through various sensory organs, which is then 
sent to the artificial cerebellum for generating an output.  
(iv) The “umbrella rule of perception”: The strength of our computing lies in the encoding 
protocol, since situations are encoded as pattern of fractal seeds, therefore, highly linked interconnects 
are saved as is in the 3D network as a new fractal which naturally includes its inherent dynamics. 
Later, if we cook any new “if” argument say a circle made of frequency co-ordinates located inside the 
3D map of an extremely complex fractal seed, the corresponding “then” is automatically generated due 
to the physical process triggered by “if”, even though that “if” is not willingly programmed in the 
system. The “then” is also a geometric shape say a square made of frequency points and a particular 
“then” geometry is selected based on the coupling between different geometric shapes in the fractal. 
One can create an astronomically large number of “if” in such a space, and answers to those “if” are 
always ready. Due to spontaneous generation of coupling continuously inside the fixed fractal 
hardware, more and more fractal seeds are generated at every moment. For one “if-then” argument or a 
fractal seed, an astronomically large number of correlated seeds are triggered and one can create new 
compositions made of basic elementary geometries as an input, the device would be ready to find a 
“then” composition for that unknown problem, instantaneously. Unknown means “not programmed or 
circuited intentionally”. For the entire processing, we start from the input matrix of resonance peaks in 
the form of a fractal seed, which are the real values of a problem. However, our brain never search the 
information one by one from the real space, just like the umbrella fractal seed initially expands 
towards a higher perception level or global transformation rules, spread all over the fractal’s frequency 
space through the uppermost layers. This is shown in Figure 14c. Eventually, once a convergence is 
reached then only the system point comes down from top to the bottom layer where the real 
information or arguments reside. As a result, we could drastically reduce the complexity of the  
search process. 
(v) No static information, the basic unit is temporal dynamics; spontaneous sequential 
programming: When a sensory data enter into the brain as a 3D picture, due to the multi-layered seed 
structure resonantly oscillating like a single molecule, the entire hardware acts like a filter that carries 
out multilayered fractal decomposition unit as described above. As a result, all fractal seed groups in 
the picture are automatically separated in a multilayered architecture (see superposition of fractal 
section for details), thus, a single image is itself the origin of an intractable “Clique” problem [40]. 
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When several kinds of information are linked as argument and forms a 3D column of arguments and a 
3D column of rule of phase transition, even if we do not consider harmonic and anharmonic overtones. 
The situation is described in the Figure 14d. When the astronomical large number of temporal stacks 
shown in Figure 14d couple, even a simple static 3D column architecture (left column of Figure 1d) 
could generate a multistep sequential processing. Some elementary parts of an object or some groups 
move faster and some slower towards synchrony with other similarly shaped groups. Physically, it also 
means that the associated resonant oscillations undergo a synchronization process [49]. The hardware, 
during synchronization would bifurcate or trifurcate into multiple paths while recovering a new 
complex pattern say Fu(x, y) + iGu(x, y) and a variation in the synchronization speed would 
automatically generate an extensive sequential processing. Therefore, systematic argumentation is a 
natural byproduct of massive parallelism via synchrony. Additionally, if we consider that 3D column 
of phase transition rules, basically suggests which cluster of arguments would undergo synchronization 
faster, and that decision is also driven by the fundamental computation driving principle, “preferring 
the maximum density of coupled if-then argument domain” when there are several choices of 
synchronization paths. Thus, the sequential programming originates not only at the very elementary 
scale where a few fractal seeds are coupled, at the same time, it is also driven by a cooperative 
management of two columns (argument and phase transition rules) under the guidance of fundamental 
computation driving principle. This leads to a very interesting situation. During computation, even at a 
very local level, at any layer, any subtle finding of a unique high density path would change entire 
computation pathway and re-write the whole sequential programming.  
(vi) A comparison with existing artificial brain building adventures: Izhicovich  
model [8,70–72] saves images as a limit cycle attractor [68,69], thus, image or pattern is a database of 
pulses, which requires synchronization for matching, and consequent memory retrieval. Izhicovich 
model is far better than reading the image pixel by pixel as followed in any existing brain building 
models of todays [4–16,61], however, synchronization dynamics are used as a tool to fit data, which is 
far inferior to the “reply back” concept noted here. In a sharp contrast to any existing brain building 
model, including fractal holography, for us, the objects get automatically isolated or filtered in the flow 
of time due to the differences in the synchronization speeds, thus, incredibly large number of images 
are packed in a single set of geometric shapes, which we name as fractal-seed. Such an automated 
classification and creation of a massively complex network is repeated during recovery of the entire 
information from the fractal seeds; therefore, the dynamics associated with multiple groups are stored 
and retrieved automatically. During retrieval, our computer matches this 3D pattern, if there is a match 
during a sync process, which could run for a long time, a new sync process begins. Due to the 
fractal-seed based storage, the hardware spontaneously encodes astronomically large number of 3D 
space-time units, small defects in the input image, which, hangs conventional programs, are not an 
issue here. Finally, at every stage of analysis, one could point out that existing computer hardware 
would face intractable problems, right from accessing the information in any given set of inputs to the 
delivery of the decision, every single technology implemented here is brand new, never proposed or 
implemented earlier. 
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(vii) Protocols to increase its creativity, intelligence and machine consciousness: The strength 
of our computer depends on the length of the resonance chain starting from the smallest seed to the 
largest seed, for example, we have determined experimentally that starting from DNA to the largest 
oscillator that is the entire human brain has a bandwidth of 10
30
 Hz, DNA resonance occurs in the 
range 10
15
 Hz and entire brain oscillates in the range 10
–15
 Hz (a few hundreds of years  
~10
−12
 Hz, our concern is not biological death of a human, we take the slope of EEG). The resonance 
bandwidth of the universe is 10
80
 Hz, which starts from Higgs boson ~10
40
 Hz, and to the gravity wave 
of the entire universe ~10
–40
 Hz together 10
80
 Hz. Now, a human brain has ~10
30
 Hz, means it covers a 
significant proportion of the resonance bandwidth of the universe. Thus, it has enormous bandwidth in 
a small space. Secondly, the density of resonance peaks is also enormous. The architecture of the brain 
is so beautifully designed that it has a large number of peaks in every region of the 10
30
 Hz bandwidth. 
Therefore, the brain hardware has the fundamental capacity to simulate a significant amount of events 
of the universe, thus, it is intelligent. However, maximizing the bandwidth and density of resonance 
states are not enough, for creativity, the hardware must be able to self-assemble astronomical columns 
of arguments and rules of phase transitions. Finally, since no one has defined consciousness yet, we do 
it here, based on antenna theory, which suggests that a suitable antenna-receiver system should be one 
sixth (14.3%) of the operating wavelength, since the universe is one wavelength of a gravitational 
wave, a conscious machine should have the resonance chain bandwidth (or length of resonance chain) 
of 10
12
 Hz. Now, for operation, this bandwidth must be packed in a small space, we inspire from 
neural networks in nature, hence it is 8 fundamental resonance peaks per two order difference of 10. It 
means between 1 MHz and 100 MHz, there should be at least 8 FRPs (discussed above). As noted 
above, these two are only crude parameters, ability to generate columns of arguments and phase 
transitions is the third and the final requirement.  
8. Our Unique Model of a Human Brain (AjoChhand-Bio Mod)  
We have constructed a new computing model for the human brain by considering each composite 
material of the biological brain as electromagnetic resonance oscillators, based on our published [73,74] 
and recent experimental results. Our model considers that every single biological product e.g. any 
biomolecule say protein, DNA, enzymes and their bi-products used by nature is designed to exhibit 
unique electromagnetic resonance and associated mechanical vibrations. In simple terms we can say, 
all biological systems have a light (electromagnetic) and sound (mechanical) effect, and both 
electromagnetic and mechanical effects play an equal role in governing the neuron firing while 
neuroscience ignores the electromagnetic part and considers mechanical ionic movement controls 
everything in any living cell or neurons. The squarely parallel chemical and physical protocol is then 
implemented in creating an entire model of the brain, we believe that this step would fundamentally 
change the way biology is being studied today. We have noted above that the genes are linked to 
proteins electromagnetically and chemically as a route to synthesize and evolve entire architecture in a 
programmed manner. Though existing neuroscience [72] has concretely established the chemical link, it 
does not explain how self-assembly begins at the atomic scale and ends up in the meter scale, therefore, 
our electromagnetic interaction model is also an additional framework to provide the missing link. 
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Fractal processing in the neural network: During computing, the human brain receives pulses of 
different frequencies wherein various different kinds of sensory data (visual fV, auditory fA, etc.) are 
encoded as a 2D pattern of different frequencies. Right from entering into our brain, all kinds of sensory 
data are converted into fractal seeds of distinct nature so that when we plot those patterns from multiple 
sensors (fV, fA, etc.) in a single graph they do not conflict or overlap. The collections of different input 
frequencies at different sensors first transform into a pattern based on the sensor’s typical 
spatio-temporal and intensity-phase variations. This image is automatically resolved into different 
groups by frequency-space hardware and associations of different classes of groups are automatically 
resolved in different layers of the hardware naturally. To store information in our hardware we utilize the 
natural complex frequency map of the hardware with subtle modifications as per the critical limits set by 
the complementarity criterion of the sensory data. After filtering of sensory input we use linear circuiting 
to send the signal to the region of the multi-layered hardware where particular kinds of sensory 
arguments are stored. However, afterwards we do not require wiring every element of protein or any of 
the higher level clusters. Similarly, transmission from sensory processing regions to the main 
computation-controlling center (artificial hippocampus region, which is also frequency-fractal 
hardware) should be done following linear circuiting data. Therefore, “reply back” in the operational 
human brain occurs via linear and massively parallel wireless computation circuits. The brain processes 
and stores fractal-seeds in the form of arguments, for example, if the A seed is triggered then an 
associated B seed will be triggered irrespective of its location inside and outside the layer. The input 
argument parts or many “If”s when reaches a particular sensory region, we should take into account the 
fact that the entire processing region is part of a single integrated function (mathematically as explained 
earlier F1(x, y) + iG1(x, y), or f1). The multi-layered network of devices a complex frequency map is 
stored (f1, f2, .... fn), therefore, we do not need to search each of them within the sensory region, all parts 
of a global function f that is the solution of the problem are triggered simultaneously [55]. 
If the observed similarity in the neural pattern spread all over the brain hardware is truly related  
to memory, the frequency fractal or the chain of resonance would signify that the memory is  
everywhere [53]. Thus, we see a human brain as frequency fractal hardware. This is based on our 
microtubule research. Though we mentioned earlier that “frequency” is our only control parameter, but 
intensity variation within a material during conformational change can redefine the gaps between 
neighboring pulses, thus, changing the “frequency”. Consequently, we cannot explain this behavior as 
real space frequency modulation; rather, an imaginary or non-real parameter needs to be incorporated. 
When axon-cooked fractal frequency packet passes through the fractal antenna of the neuron, 
(microtubule bundle [73,74]), it evolves again due to the typical architecture of the antenna arrangement. 
But, we do not need to map with accurate details, the frequency fractal modulation at the local scale, that 
would generate enormous complexity in the information processing (there is no need to speed up the 
communication channels like a Turing machine, [66]. Note that nano cylinder bundle forming artificial 
axon is also construction of another fractal antenna and as described before in the context of 
“spontaneous reply back” that local changes follow a global function map F(x, y) + iG(x, y), in the brain 
we always need to step up one level in the frequency range of resonance chain and then analyze the 
computing top-down. 
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The decision-making protocol of the human brain: In our model, the human brain is neither a 
classical nor a quantum computer, it operates among multiple imaginary space-time worlds at the same 
time, generating a column of self-assembled arguments as described above. Figure 15 describes 
operational model of a human brain based on our resonance chain concept. In that column “all possible 
networks of arguments exists, but different relative weights are assigned only when a query is made” [75],  
simply put, depending on the query which is a 3D pattern of “if-then” arguments a solution is projected 
by the column, which is also a 3D pattern of “if-then” argument. This is how a human brain solves a 
problem continuously, in fact, the column of arguments and the brain-jelly made of neurons have one to 
Figure 15. The complete operational model of a human brain based on the resonance chain 
concept. Existing models consider “Fire and evolve neural circuit” part.  
 
one correspondence and these two protocols perform only one computing in a human life, it begins 
with birth and ends with death (one life is ~10
11
 s, it is a single pulse of a 10
–11
 Hz oscillator). There is no 
reduction protocol like classical or quantum computing, no deterministic decision for any query, 
resonance based projected set of vibration by the column resembles more with a holographic 
engineering. The human brain therefore is an automatic fractal correlation analysis, storage and retrieval 
machine, since relative weights of different arguments are assigned in the column of arguments only 
after the query is made, therefore, we cannot explain the human brain using a Turing machine. Since any 
input signal, visual, voice, taste, smell or touch senses are taken directly as 3D pattern of pulses, 
eventually converted in terms of basic geometric patterns like circle, triangles, several kinds of 
polygons, close and open U-shapes etc by “fractal decomposition”, therefore, we can find some past 
correlations for any input fractal, processing does not require framed logic. The decision-making in the 
brain means transformation of one argument pattern into another. Thus, computing acts smartly when 
due to unknown parameters, the problem is even difficult to define, the faintly correlated pattern from 
the 3D column of arguments is projected as output, thus, we get instant decisions continuously for a 
series of inputs where even the problem is not defined. 
For human brain, the most important part of computing is done at the sensors itself: In the 
biological human brain, as soon as an image enters into our sensors, the neuron bundles are so designed 
that at the first step, very peculiar kinds of pulses are generated with typical slopes, both positive and 
negative intensity variations etc. In the second step, in the sensor itself, the typical features are removed; 
instead, pulses of equal lengths are generated; only information that is carried forward to the brain is 
frequency. If we look at the cross section of an entire sensory bundle containing a million nerves, it will 
appear as a 2D pattern of frequency changing as a function of time say it is Q(f1, f2). However, it should 
strictly be noted that the very particular geometric relationship of the input image is not destroyed.  
Our fractal frequency approach can generate the quasi-periodic oscillations in the brain described by 
Izhicovich as a direct output of a generic frequency fractal map [62]. 
Learning and spontaneous brain circuit evolution: As explained in Figure 14a, that the brain uses 
maximum energy in the central layers. The situation is more explicitly explained in Figure 16a. A 
gaussian plot suggests that conformational changes are maximum allowed in the central layers, where 
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the neuron resides. The eventual fused fractal in the hippocampus, which is the solution of the input 
problem (layer 6 of Figure 16a), does not disappear instantly from the hippocampus after sending its 
mirror copy to the cerebellum. It sends the final solution fractal back to the cortex regions and the 
process to write the evolved fused fractal in the brain jelly starts. The majority of the fractal 
frequencies is found common, hence they neutralize vibration, however, some neurons vibrate 
continuously to meet the requirement of new frequencies. The minimum frequency difference causes 
“beating” and the antenna [59,60] of the neuron generates “electronic signal burst” which is then 
detected by all other neurons in the neighborhood. The stream of bursts continues until suitable 
neurons create wiring with it properly and/or microtubules inside the axon re-wires to accommodate the 
new fractal part [70]. Figure 16b shows the “beating” based modulation principle, in this diagram we also 
argue when brain decides to fire and why firing occurs at a very selective region of the brain. The 
mathematical foundation of the beating process is explained in the Figure 12c. Bursts in neurons 
having subthreshold oscillations are already studied extensively [71,72]. Automatically, higher-level phase 
transition rules are also generated in the forebrain. Once the hardware meets the requirement, computation 
stops and the artificial brain is ready for the next computation. Entire process completes around 200–300 
ms. Artificial cerebellum sends a solution to the sensory organs for response, after every 200 ms. Within 
that time, the computation output of the brain is static, in principle, if one looks at our human brain at a gap 
of say 1ms then he will find that since computation is going on, the response is null. 
Figure 16. (a) Resonance chains are located different parts of the human brain, inside  
those individual regions, several resonance chains exist for the smaller seed components;  
(b) The both routes of energy transmission paths in the human brain; (c) The mechanism of 
“beating”, how brain decides writing and when actually brain decides to fire.  
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Does it require any energy to compute? Brain operates only with 15–20 watts and current artificial 
brain builders are demanding for 1000 Megawatts of power supply. We have been discussing on creating 
a complete organic version of a brain-like computer with 100 billion neurons for nearly a decade 
spending a very low power [76]. We have already developed a functional neural network [77], and a 
full-fledged massively parallel organic computer at the nano-scale that uses extremely low power [78,79]. 
Here, we finalize the human brain model by considering the human brain as the jelly made of organic 
molecular neurons kept inside an electromagnetic wave reflecting cavity, that is the skull in a human brain. 
The required power for computing in a human brain is drastically low due to wireless non-radiative 
power transfer that increases negligibly with the complexity of the network. the mechanism of this 
energy transport is explained in the Figure 16c. Right from DNA to the largest brain oscillator, the 
energy transport occurs both ways. We trigger natural vibration of the oscillators for computing; 
therefore, we do not require power supply even if we want to resonantly vibrate entire frequency fractal 
hardware made of 100 billion neurons. The only reason for energy expenditure is the circuit evolution, 
changing the neuron orientation, constructing new synaptic junctions, rejecting old connections, which 
are essential to write a new fractal seed in the column of “if-then” arguments. Neurons need to be fed, 
since cells are alive, we repeat, following our model, the energy required for computing is negligible. 
What is the information content in our human brain model? In general, in our model of the 
human brain, basic sensors like eye, ear etc. are basically 3D “if-then” pattern construction engine and 
an automated “resonance state writing or erasing” machine are attached to every single component of the 
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brain just like the way resonance states are encoded. Thus, all resonant oscillators, starting from DNA, 
protein enzymes microtubules in neurons and their clusters, every single component learn, memorize, 
and react by itself chemically (ionic and or genetic processing) as an observable part of global 
electromagnetic resonance based information processing ongoing continuously across the brain. 
Resonance state writing is a unique process in the brain, at different levels, it occurs in a unique way; at 
protein level, it is a change in the relative orientation of secondary structures; at the neuron level, it is 
selection of microtubules of different lengths at the neuron level; at cortical column or rhythm control 
level, it is the organization symmetry of the neurons. Thus, before any information is written the chain of 
resonance bands starting from DNA, protein, enzyme, microtubule, neuron to the neuron clusters and 
ends with the largest oscillator that is the entire brain. 
Complete resonance chain of a human brain: We carried out direct experimental electronic 
resonance band measurement for DNA, proteins as shown in Figure 17a, microtubules and organic 
structures, neurons and their clusters, took EEG and other data for the global scale measurements. 
Microhertz resolution could be measured without noise trouble. Below microhertz, large time domain 
data was collected and based on the slopes nano hertz to femto hertz data are produced. Triplet of triplet 
resonance bands are observed every single layer, in each of the three sub-bands in a single triplet  
there are eight “fundamental resonance peaks” and numerous other resonance peaks as shown in the  
Figure 17b. Finally we have generated the resonance band of the entire brain as shown in the Figure 17c. 
Here are 12 bands of a brain, first six bands are experimental data, rest six bands are derived from other 
researcher’s brain data.  





 Hz, gap in order 6) Triplet 1 (1–15 GHz, 16–40 GHz, 50–75 GHz), Triplet 2 (10–19 THz,  
50–80 THz, 100–228 THz), Triplet 3 (1–5 PHz, 7–10 PHz, 12–18 PHz). 400–800 THz are visible light 
region, Peta hartz is in the extreme blue domain.  





 Hz, gap in order ~6) Triplet 1 (50–140 MHz, 180–250 MHz, 300–400 MHz); Triplet 2 
(12–18 GHz, 25–50 GHz, 100–300 GHz), Triplet 3 (8–20 THz, 22–30 THz, 35–60 THz). 300 GHz to  
1 THz is the inaccessible THz band, wherein for a long time we had a technological gap. Terahertz 
radiation is emitted as part of the black-body radiation from anything with temperatures greater than 
about 10 kelvin, so does DNA and Tubulin, both DNA and Tubulin resonates with IR and UV.  





 Hz, gap in order ~6) Triplet 1 (15–20 kHz, 25–80 kHz, 100–300 kHz), Triplet 2 
(10–19 MHz, 20–40 MHz, 100–228 MHz), Triplet 3 (1–5 GHz, 7–10 GHz, 15–30 GHz).  
(4) CHATURTHI: Microtubule bundle inside a neuron say axon, synapse, the local core skeletons, 
which is made by coupling multiple microtubules by MAPs, acts just like a single molecule oscillator, 




 Hz, gap in order ~5) Triplet 1 (100–200 Hz, 250–400 Hz, 500–800 Hz), 
Triplet 2 (15–20 kHz, 25–80 kHz, 100–300 kHz), Triplet 3 (500–800 kHz, 1–5 MHz, 10–19 MHz).  
(5) PANCHAMI: A single neuron is made by coupling several axon bundles acts just like a single 




 Hz, gap in order 5) Triplet 1 (0.1–1.2 Hz, 
1.3–2.5 Hz, 3–7 Hz), Triplet 2 (8–13 Hz, 14–80 Hz, 90–300 Hz), Triplet 3 (800 Hz–3 kHz, 4–10 kHz, 
12–30 kHz).  
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(6) SASTHI: Neuron bundle like cortical column is made by coupling several axon bundles acts just 




Hz, gap in order 5); Triplet 1  
(1 × 10
−4–18 × 10−4 Hz, 25 × 10−4–80 × 10−4 Hz, 120 × 10−4–260 × 10−4 Hz), Triplet 2 (1 × 10−1–8 × 10−1 Hz, 
10 × 10
−1–25 × 10−1 Hz, 30 × 10−1–50 × 10−1 Hz), Triplet 3 (1–10 Hz, 10–15 Hz, 18–30 Hz).  
(7) SAPTAMI: Cortical column bundle like fractal unit is made by coupling several cortical columns 





Hz, gap in order 5); Triplet 1 (6 × 10
−6–25 × 10−6 Hz, 30 × 10−6–80 × 10−6 Hz, 105 × 10−6– 
260 × 10
−6 
Hz), Triplet 2 (0.5 × 10
−3–1 × 10−3 Hz, 2 × 10−3–12 × 10−3 Hz, 15 × 10−3–40 × 10−3 Hz),  
Triplet 3 (0.8 × 10
−1–1.2 × 10−1 Hz, 2 × 10−1–4 × 10−1 Hz, 5 × 10−1–12 × 10−1 Hz).  
(8) ASTAMI: Functional module made of several fractal-like-cortical column assemblies acts just 




Hz, gap in order 4) ; Triplet 1 (9 × 10
−8–16 × 10−8 Hz,  
19 × 10
−8–28 × 10−8 Hz, 30 × 10−8–55 × 10−8 Hz), Triplet 2 (3 × 10−6–15 × 10−6 Hz, 16 × 10−6–26 × 10−6 Hz, 
35 × 10
−6–65 × 10−6 Hz), Triplet 3 (7 × 10−4–16 × 10−4 Hz, 18 × 10−4–25 × 10−4 Hz, 30 × 10−4–55 × 10−4 Hz).  
(9) NAVAMI: Sensory and and sub-functional-modules (sensory organs, nucleus, mid brain sub 
organs) and organizational components (hippocampous, cerebellum) are formed by circuiting several 





Hz, gap in order 4); Triplet 1 (5 × 10
−10–12 × 10−10 Hz, 14 × 10−10–27 × 10−10 Hz, 
32 × 10
−10–57 × 10−10 Hz), Triplet 2 (9 × 10−8–17 × 10−8 Hz, 18 × 10−8–31 × 10−8 Hz, 35 × 10−8–63 × 10−8 Hz), 
Triplet 3 (8 × 10
−6–16 × 10−6 Hz, 17 × 10−6–28 × 10−6 Hz, 30 × 10−6–53 × 10−6 Hz).  
(10) DASAMI: Brain functional modules connected by superhighway neuron bundles forms a single 




Hz, gap in 
order 4); Triplet 1, (7 × 10
−12–13 × 10−12 Hz, 15 × 10−12–29 × 10−12 Hz,  33 × 10−12–56 × 10−12 Hz), 
Triplet 2 (5 × 10
−10–18 × 10−10 Hz, 22 × 10−10–62 × 10−10 Hz, 64 × 10−10–69 × 10−10 Hz), Triplet 3  
(0.8 × 10
−8–2.5 × 10−8 Hz, 4 × 10−8–11 × 10−8 Hz, 12 × 10−8–20 × 10−8 Hz). Here one period occurs at 
three years.  





Hz, gap in order 4); Triplet 1 (8 × 10
−13–15 × 10−13 Hz, 17 × 10−13–22 × 10−13 Hz,  
29 × 10
−13–46 × 10−13 Hz), Triplet 2 (3 × 10−11–9 × 10−11 Hz, 12 × 10−11–22 × 10−11 Hz, 25 × 10−11– 
40 × 10
−11
 Hz), Triplet 3 (0.7 × 10
−9–1.1 × 10−9 Hz, 1.8 × 10−9–3 × 10−9 Hz, 3.1 × 10−9–5.5 × 10−9 Hz). 
Here, one period is nearly 30 years.  
(12) DASOSHI: Entire body sensory network interfacing with the brain as single oscillator, all 





 Hz, gap in order 4). Triplet 1 (20 × 10
−15–30 × 10−15 Hz, 33 × 10−15–55 × 10−15 Hz,  
59 × 10
−15–76 × 10−15 Hz), Triplet 2 (0.9 × 10−13–11 × 10−13 Hz, 15 × 10−13–21x10−13 Hz, 27 × 10−13– 
42 × 10
−13
 Hz), Triplet 3 (0.76 × 10
−11–3 × 10−11 Hz, 4 × 10−11–12 × 10−11 Hz, 15 × 10−11–20 × 10−11 Hz). 
Here one period occurs at three thousand years, it does not mean that it required 3000 years for the 
changes to be felt, the time gradient is 3000 years. In an atom, further we go outward from a nucleus, 
separation between energy level decreases, energy decreases, for resonance chain, it is just the opposite. 
Figure 17. (a) Tubulin protein resonance measurement, intensity of electromagnetic 
resonance, positive and negative direction, as a function of frequency; (b) Main resonance 
frequency band for a particular oscillator, say, tubulin or microtubule. Background band is 
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the natural band, after conformational/structural change, the band reformats and this 
information is stored; (c) The construction of frequency fractal, complete bands of 
microtubule is shown.  
 
Can we read absolute information in the Human brain EEG and f-MRI data using our model?: 
The answer is yes: In general, the brain does not use an intensity variation for the decision-making to 
avoid noise. Brain uses only one parameter, frequency, therefore equal width and height pulses. This is 
the reason, that in the sensory, the cortex or any other region of the brain, the wave train appears as if 
only one kind of pulses are being transmitted, information could be retrieved only when one could read 
the original frequency fractal and estimate its deviation from the background frequency fractal. If one 
looks at the real pulses generated by the brain or any signal, no apparent similarity would be visible [44], 
when those pulses are converted in terms of “frequency” then the data would start making sense. 
Therefore, we have to read the pulses of all neurons in a region capture all the frequencies and identify the 
real and the imaginary parts of the fractal equation separately. We have generated the resonance chain for 
the generic human brain, that extends even to the f-MRI and EEG frequency scales, hence, those data 
could be read and absolute information content could be extracted. Note that the difference between the 
pristine resonance chain and the modified resonance chain is the information content of the brain. 
Where in the brain do we see “spontaneous reply back”? As noted explicitly in the Figure 16b, in 
our model every biological organ system has a fractal like a signal receiver and a fractal antenna for the 
wireless communication and/or “spontaneous reply back”. A DNA replies back to proteins, enzymes and 
all single molecules, these proteins and small molecules reply back to the supramolecular assemblies 
created by them like microtubules and the neurons to the final assembly, the brain. Therefore, 
spontaneous reply back is not restricted only to the organization one level higher and one level lower. An 
ordered microtubules forming inside the axons and dendrons work together as that receiver and antenna 
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simultaneously for the neurons, while the shape and geometry of the neuron columns form antenna and 
receiver to contribute to the resonance chain to reply back. It should be noted that Microtubules 
“spontaneous reply back” does not mean that microtubules communicate with neurons at a far far 
distance apart, it is an entirely different kind of wireless communication as explained above in the 
“spontaneous reply back” section. We explain below the human brain perspective of resonance chain 
that enables the reply back. Any change at microhertz at the giant oscillator affects the DNA via 
resonance chain and then that very DNA would modify the giant brain oscillator. Thus, every single seed 
replies back to everybody at every moment. 
If it is wireless computing, then, why is there a visible circuit of neurons in the brain? To create 
a resonance band in a protein say tubulin, we have experimentally demonstrated that by measuring 
tunneling current that its electron density distribution in the secondary structures (cluster of α helices in 
tubulin) of a protein molecule is closely related to the resonance bands. Similarly we have seen 
experimentally that the potential fluctuations on the microtubule surface is related to its resonance 
oscillations. The same pattern evolution is also observed in the microtubule bundle of the axon. We have 
concluded that the potential fluctuations among different seeds, (alfa helices in a single protein, tubulin 
in a single microtubule and microtubules in the axon bundle) are delocalized among many seeds to 
generate the collective resonance properties. This is just like an electrons charge distributed among 
various atoms in a single molecule. Now, we cannot expect similar orbital coupling at all scales, but, 
distinct engineering would result in the “distribution of a single resonance peak governing 
electromagnetic potential among multiple sub-seeds”. Say, molecules self-assemble to make a larger 
seed, then, potential takes a different form, which controls the electromagnetic resonance, that very 
potential should remain distributed among all elemental seeds inside the bigger seeds. Hence, when 
multiple microtubules form a single neuron, they couple resonantly and MAP or golgi associated 
electromechanical plays the connecting role, between two microtubule seeds just like the orbital in a 
single molecule. Similarly, for the multiple neurons, the neurotransmitters play the role of sustaining 
the potential distribution among several neurons [80]. In the cluster of cortical columns the inter-column 
potential induction via diffused gradient of neurotransmitters, the composition of neurotransmitter 
river-flows combine multiple cortical columns as a single integrated unit, just like a single molecule. 
Several cortical columns or nucleus regions made of neuron clusters operate as a single molecule like 
system. When several such sensory control domains located at far distant places in the brain needs to 
be integrated and formed a single molecule like oscillator then bundle of neurons are need to function 
as wire, just what atomic bonds do in a single molecule. Wiring is a mode to connect large functional 
lobes (sub-seeds) so that the potential corresponding to a resonance peak of the ultimate giant 
oscillator that is the entire brain is distributed among multiple far distant lobes just like a single 
electron charge is distributed among different atoms in a molecule.  
Twelve hierarchical levels of integrated hardwares of Human brain: Our model makes a 
significant shift in the concept of a neuron, because in the conventional model of a neuron, the Ca, Na 
and K ionic channels control the membrane potential and that explains neuron firing. We include an 
additional factor, the electromagnetic oscillations of microtubule bundle as secondary control parameter 
of firing. Microtubule of specific length has a specific resonance band (some peaks are prominent some 
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gets dormant), thus, brain, during its circuit evolution choose compositions of different microtubule 
lengths to generate a complex signal transmission behavior that eventually governs the membrane 
potential distribution and sets the statistical distribution of the different ion channel percentage. The 
skeleton of the entire neuron body turns alive via microtubule and no matter how far the axons extend, 
entire pathway of a giant network of a neuron cell works as if a single molecule.  
Spiral symmetry of DNA quantizes electromagnetic potential, however, three different unique 
dynamics, atomic, sub-molecular, and Pi orbital coupling delivers three resonance bands (Level 1, 
EKAM). Secondary structures of tubulin proteins make eight resonant circuits. The existing electric 
potential of the living cell is sufficient to create high frequency in the higher and in the lower GHz 
oscillations in the helical domains of these protein structures (Level 2, DITIYA). The generated 
oscillations do not die out when these proteins form microtubule nanowire, it only takes a new form in 
the MHz range. In a single microtubule eight independent simultaneous parallel routes of signal 
processing exist at any given point of time, classically (Level 3, TRITIYA). By changing the MAP 
bonding between two microtubules of different lengths, the complex modulation of resonant oscillations 
of microtubule are made in the neuron core such that from high frequency oscillations, a low frequency 
wave packet in the kHz to MHz range is constructed naturally. For permanent data storage and 
processing, the microtubule bundle has a provision for chemically bonding with each other using  
MAP (microtubule associated protein) at particular lattice locations. More is the bonding by MAP,  
the frequency of vibration of the microtubule bundle decreases, however, the time-response turns 
extremely sharp, Q factor of the resonator increases. More is the learning via MAP bonding in the 
neuron’s axon bundle, the more is the creation of sharp peaks during antenna radiation (Level 4, 
CHATURTHI). The collection of entire microtubule bundle will work as an integrated fractal antenna 
to generate complex programming in the electromagnetic burst pattern [80].  
Helicity in the molecular arrangement is a key factor in quantization of energy, both in DNA, protein, 
enzyme, microtubule and cortical columns, hippocampous, rhythm generating complexes. The lattice 
geometry of protein carpet on the microtubule surface oscillates wide ranges of frequencies, exchange 
energy with all other microtubules in the same neuron to convert entire microtuble circuitry of the 
neuron behaves as a single molecule oscillator; note that microtubule residing inside a neuron does not 
radiate out power to a far distant microtubule located in another neuron. We do not require classical 
wireless communication in the brain. Entire microtubule bundle in the axons and in the dendrons 
oscillate as a single unit and this giant oscillator interacts electromagnetically with another such network 
located in another neuron. It also should be noted that neuron firing is a mean to orient and redefine the 
resonance energy band of the oscillator. This is how all isolated microtubule bundles generate a single 
neuron oscillator (Level 5, PANCHAMI). Firing pattern generated by a cluster of neurons forming 
cortical columns, rhythm generating complex and nucleus create 3D potential distribution again like a 
single molecule oscillator (Level 6, SASTHI). These clusters or cortical columns arrange in different 
local pattern and form functional domain containing visual and other function controlling activities. 
These regions even visually appear like a fractal or an ordered geometry, a functional domain’s firing 
pattern, if converted to a frequency map we get an equivalence of the resonance frequency band  
(Level 7, SAPTAMI). Different functional regions of particular sensory or functional domains are 
connected by neuron bundles, the connections via circuit-like wiring makes sure that potential 
distribution over a large distance is like a single molecular oscillator ((Level 8, ASTAMI). For each 
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function, speech, language, 3D shapr we get one oscillator for a typical functional module, different are 
connected by neural wiring to create one oscillator for each sensor, nucleus etc. the functional design 
delivers integrated potential distribution (Level 9, NAVAMI). At a higher level, in the cortex regions, 
sub organs of mid brains, hippocampous, cerebellum like organs are formed which are also made of 
neuron assemblies, at this level neurons are arranged in a peculiar symmetry to deliver particular kind of 
potential distribution and whole system acts like a single molecule oscillator (Level 10, DASAMI). 
those are combinations of local functional modules At the highest level all these organs are connected by 
bundles of neurons and those form a few single oscillators (forebrain, cortex, midbrain made of seven 
organs, etc), these oscillators resonantly communicate with the sensory organs, thus entire brain along 
with the spinal cord is a single oscillator (Level 11, EKADASI). Finally, the highest level is the 
integration between the sensors and the end oscillatory modules of the brain and to the sensory parts 
distributed all over the body (Level 12, DADOSI). This is the basic concept of the complete oscillatory 
model of the human brain.  
At some resonance frequencies, the energy transmission is allowed from positive to negative 
direction and at particular frequencies, it will be just the opposite (x and y parameters). This particular 
criterion is very important for generating frequency fractal F(x, y) + iG(x, y) and the trick to design it lies 
in the arrangement of a particular symmetry element in the structure. The second important feature that 
the artificial neuron should have is to change the coupling with neighboring neurons, for this purpose, 
microtubule bundles of two neighboring neurons are designed by proper choice of microtubule lengths 
and suitable orientation of the neuron-edge, chemical firing at the junctions of multiple neurons is a 
route to measure electric field distribution and decide how and where to orient the axon bundle, which 
would change the wiring with the neighboring neuron based on weak interaction or long range ionic 
interactions [81]. At every layer from the first to the seventh, potential distribution is the key that decides 
how to change the structure, which modifies the background resonance band and the difference between 
the modified resonance band and the background resonance band is the information content of the brain.  
(i) Neuroglia: Biologically, a neuroglia performs several tasks (cleaning neuron cell deposits etc.), 
however, in our human brain model, wherein computing is the key, the neuroglia works as a 
synchronizer, we ignore other jobs as those are not directly related to the computing of the brain. In the 
human brain, neuroglia and neuron are in a ratio 2:1. To remarkably speed up the long distance chemical 
communication, brain needs signal amplifiers and in our human brain model the neuroglia is an essential 
buffer engine that delivers homogeneity in the potential gradient produced by individual neurons in the 
neural network. It is a multi-functional resonant oscillator is constructing the neuroglia. The 
fundamental electronic property of this material would be receiving any band of electromagnetic signal 
emitted from the neurons and then radiating it out all over the environment, thus working similar to an 
amplifier in the conventional power transmission lines. This is essential to maintain the homogeneity of 
the electrical potential distribution in the entire frequency fractal hardware. This is therefore 
computationally equally important to the neurons. 
(ii) Functional models of giant sub-Brain oscillators: There are a large number of tiny brain 
components which plays a vital role in the human brain processing. In our artificial brain-building 
project, we are going to copy almost all of their physical computational impacts. Fractal like signaling 
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and switching of chaotic attractor is very much present in the brain [82]. We have designed visual and 
non-visual sensors first, since cognition is one of the most critical challenges in the brain science. 
Visual and other sensory control systems: Complete model of the human cognition and the sensory 
system from resonance chain-based engineering point of view:  
A. Re-engineering the cognition via visual control system: 
[Vision Circuit → Optic Chiasm → Thalamus → Visual Cortex → V1 → V2(complex shape, color) 
→ V3(angle, orientation) → V3a (motion + direction) → V5 (Perital lobe, fusion form gyrus)]  
We have explained the entire visual control system in the Figure 18a,b. As an essential part of image 
processing, we create a time gap between two streams of pictures for two independent visual contents, 
say, focusing an apple kept in the floor and a water bottle kept nearby. Brain cannot process all objects 
accurately in a particular visual image, and isolating them is equally important as conversion into 
arguments since one need to pick up what to process, at the same time, keeping an eye on the other parts 
of the image. There are several claims of artificial eye building by engineers; our approach is entirely 
different from any attempt made before, simply because we are not inspired by camera, i.e., storing 
information in the pixels, we have discussed this issue in the beginning of this chapter. Rather, our 
objective is to preserve all information for the pulsed based processor brain, as arguments. For an eye, 
argument means a correlation statement, combining several visual parameters.  
There are eight different kinds of pulses discovered so far by analyzing the human eye-cells  
with state-of-the-art instrumentation, which takes part actively in shaping the 3D waveform sent to the 
brain via eye-bundle of nerves. There are several different kinds of cells, which take part in the photon  
to particular electronic pulse conversion process. The 3D waveform is a 2D matrix with variable 
amplitude, the rate of change of pulse with time contains the phase information and the base of the 2D 
matrix simply provides the coordinates. 2D matrices are continuously sent as time t changes. We have 
argued above that all sensory organs keep particular places in the grid free for others to contribute; the 
same principle is applied for a large number of sensory cells in the eye too. Thus, if sensory cells reach 
threshold and fire, contribution automatically finds its place in the grid, thus, an automatic classification 
for the dimension of an object, color, shape, is made in the superimposed grid. Here we summarize the 
pulse management scheme. There are only three tools in a stream of pulse-based wave trains. First, 
gridding; it means 2D periodic pulses, each at the corners of the four-sided cells that groups a set of 
information. Second, all primary information is stored in the typical nature of the pulse (growth and 
decay rate, amplitude and coupling of more than one pulse). Third, several 2D pulse-streams are 
superimposed on the background waveform; a suitable filtering hardware could isolate each 2D pattern 
separately. Here we will use these three tools (gridding, pulse-shaping and fusion) to construct a model 
device that can encode everything that we see in terms of a stream of pulses.  
Figure 18. (a) The operational mechanism of visual cognition; (b) The model of visual 
cognition, how a stream of pulses are produced when we look at a book (above), and when 
we resolve a picture, how the groups are made.  
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We have summarized the research of the last three decades into a protocol that is not exactly the way 
a human eye works but very similar. For example, any color could be expressed as a combination of 
three bits, red, green and blue, and one pixel of color could be expressed as a set of three ratio values of 
four consecutive positive and/or negative pulses A, B, C and D. The ratio of the amplitude between A 
and B would be, say, blue; the ratio between B and C would be green and the ratio between C and D 
would be red. Thus, a cluster of these pulses defines the color information in the brain, where the ratios 
give the percentage contribution of each primary color, say, 30%R + 22%G + 48%B = Pink, like this, we 
can create millions of colors. To rebuild it, we need coupled oscillators containing optical sensors and 
some analogue of horizontal cells found in the eye, which combines or couples the elementary pulses 
into a compound waveform. 
The most important thing that an eye should encode is the boundary of an object. When we are 
looking at the book, the important corners or change in contrast should create a pulse in the 2D stream, 
since color confuses the intensity, brain cleverly isolates the processing of color part and the intensity 
part, using two different kinds of cells. We will follow the same, and have a grayscale domain for shape 
and 3D perception and a separate part for color processing. Therefore, a grayscale version of a colored 
image is constructed by creating pulse boundaries along the points of sharp contrast change,  
and if the average level of intensity in a region is particularly higher, then, signals from neighboring cells 
get added up and we get the background intensity layer along with the pulse boundaries. In the brain, this 
work is done by Ganglion cells, which send pulses to tell us about the boundaries of a certain object, for 
example, if we are looking at the book, the three sides will have straight lines in their boundaries and a 
background intensity region depicting the three sides. It should be noted that three classes of 
information, the pulse-group containing the color information, then finally, a grayscale image 
superimposed with each other where the object boundary and the intensity background is combined. 
This is how a static picture of an object is formed that tells us about its shape and color. 
When we send several static pictures through our eye, we have to do something so that size, relative 
distance, movement, orientation, all sorts of information could be perceived. Our eye uses three simple 
tricks to use the conversion. First, there is a provision to have a relative electrical bias between the two 
eyes, when we move our pupil, what actually happens is that the baseline of the entire picture is either 
slightly tilted towards the right or towards the left. This generates integration between the two eyes, 
simply by moving the pupil knowingly or unknowingly, we combine two pictures as the part of a single 
potential baseline. Since, two static pictures taken by two eyes tell us about two different angular 
projections of a single object, this is just like creating a hologram, but only one integration via single 
potential baseline is not enough. We need to take the left part of the image seen by the right eye and right 
part of the image seen by the left eye, and combine them with the left eye and the right eye respectively. 
This causes complete integration of the images formed in the two eyes, and one could easily understand 
now the reason for creating a single potential baseline. If there had been no single baseline, the same 
cut-n-past by switching a part would have been complete fatal. Say, we want to create a species that has 
four eyes or eight, we have to create first a single potential baseline connecting all eight, and then, 
switching the common minimum region between two neighboring eyes.  
The angular perception gives us a nice information as shown in Figure 18b, the relative size of an 
object and the distance between the objects. If an object is near to us, we see more of its angular parts, 
but if it is far, then observe less. Using this simple principle, if we add a detector that compares two fused 
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images, one seen before and one later, the computing machine will be able to tell us which one is bigger 
and relatively by how much. The same principle also works for the measurement of relative distances 
too, more angular information, nearer it is. However, one can easily see that there could always be a 
conflict, is it smaller or far. This is the confusion we have always in our mind. At this point of time, we 
need higher level information processing where we learn to build groups or at least encode that 
information in the eye-network so that all possible grouping gets unraveled later on. This means, if we 
are looking at a mango in front of our eye, then, a boat coming to the river bank and the scenery on the 
other side of the river bank, then, everything nearby the boat, the other side and nearby the mango should 
form three groups. These grouping are done in the brain by two parallel technologies, one is to analyze 
the relative perspectives of a single object in a single static picture, which requires previous learning, and 
second, analyze the time-evolution of stream of pictures during live observation, which does not require 
previous learning. 
This is done by comparing the static pictures, it should be noted that there are sensory cells in the eye 
itself that combines the static pictures produced in the eye at different points of time, since their response 
time and other properties are just defined like that. The important question that always comes to our 
mind, how an eye understands, that well one static picture is completed? Well, these same cells 
synchronize the pulse output all the pixels made of nearly a million in the nerve fiber that carries the 
image of a picture. Once synchronized, the entire picture is sent through. There is a physical limit of our 
brain, how fast it can send pictures, the minimum time gap between the two static pictures, tells us the 
speed that we can capture using our eye-hardware. Speed management throughout the brain is done by 
clustering neurons according to their preferred speed. Therefore, we have to create different classes of 
artificial neurons, classified based on their speeds. 
Once eye gets the technology to create one complete picture, the next thing it does, is to use one 
dimensional time grid, it is like a ruler, strictly setting the minimum time resolution of synchronization 
as discussed above. In this 1D tracker, if we compare the scenery, mango, and the boat regions, we will 
see that (i) angular perception of particular regions does change with time keeping a fixed center. 
Therefore, the only job the eye has to do is to move its pupil, even if nothing changes in the world around 
us, our eye would capture more data confirming that what forms an object, where it sits, and about its 
relative dimension to an analyzer who is looking into a stream of pictures. The second point is that, (ii), 
change in focus, this particular action also changes the angular distribution of a particular object, so it 
becomes easier to identify an object by an external observer. 
Non visual control systems enroute in a single category, we have explained all systems in Figure 19. 
Here we detail the engineering each sensors separately. 
Figure 19. A diagram how actually the non-visual (taste, smell, touch, hear) sensors would 
operate under the new resonance chain protocol.  
 
B. The fundamental engineering of the smell control systems: 
[Olfactory circuit → smell → Olfactory lobe of lymbic system (looped around 
primitive brain) → Amygdala → Cortex] 
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Very interesting information about nose is that it was the first organ created during the evolution of 
the animals. Therefore, its nerves are very close to the brain-stem wherefrom the fundamental control of 
our body, heart-beating, lungs-breathing, and motor nerves are controlled. On another planet, if the 
environment is such that the touch is favored, one could find touch controls near the brain stem. Similar 
to eye, our artificial nose differs distinctly from any of the artificial nose built to date. Similar to human 
nose, we also use “lock and key” principle of supramolecular chemistry, where a single molecule could 
sense a particular smell-molecule. Each sensory cell has several fine hair-like cilia containing receptor 
proteins that are stimulated by odor molecules, however, there is no permanent chemical change. Hence, 
a resonant and wireless communication is triggered to sense odor molecules and then the locking is 
removed. However, it embeds a special pulse-cluster synthesizer attached to the molecular sensor, for a 
particular kind of smell a distinct spike-pattern is created. The number of activated receptors determines 
the intensity of the stimulus, the layer of neurons located beneath the sensory molecules in the olfactory 
bulb generates a synchronized wave. These waves have been recorded in the electroencephalogram 
(EEG) tracings, rise in the wave-amplitude indicates the intense sense, and fall is caused by inhibition. 
Note that EEG records information for thousands of cells at once.  
Reinforcement technique is a beautiful feature of nose; some neurons remain as a buffer between the 
neurons in the bulb and the neurons of the olfactory cortex. These buffer neurons activate suitably during 
training, and strengthen the connection for generating a complex signal response, such that a species 
could have a peculiar sense of a complex combination of smells. Thus, if trained a complex smell 
signature could carry an extremely vital environmental change or threat or even a very particular event, 
this tool could alone serve as an extreme intelligent encoding machine.  
C. The touch sensor controls 
[Touch detection circuit → Touch bud → spinal cord → thalamus → cortex] 
Touch sensors are distributed all over the body surface, and experiments have shown that the brain 
relies on the collective response of the touch sensors to create a packet of arguments regarding the 
body-shape that it needs to protect under external attack. Touch sense is used to determine size, shape 
and texture of an object, and according to the need, density, and pattern of distribution of sensors are 
varied to sense more or less pain, and touch discrimination. Slight movement of the body-hairs could 
sensitize the touch sensors distributed all over the body; the whole body is divided into particular regions 
in a very ordered fashion via neural network to transmit touch senses from individual parts of the cortex 
via the spinal cord. Temporal synchronization is the key to couple touch sensors across the body. 
Touch sensors also require a permanent memory hardware mechanism, therefore, it has involved in 
the process dozens of chemical messenger and receptors to sustain pain if the condition continues, in our 
artificial brain, we could altogether replace it with physical permanent memory processing protocols as 
described in the chapter three. Information gathered from touch sensors requires three kinds of 
responses, first, immediate response by moving the muscle or the body-part, the decision is taken via 
spinal cord (Dorsal horn loop). Second, pain message is sent to the brain and instruction for inhibiting 
the excitation comes back, the process involves thalamus and cerebral cortex. Third, always, for all 
kinds of pain and touch senses a part of the signal is sent to the hippocampus and this particular brain 
stem region controls complete situational analysis by sending it out to the upper brain, cross-checking 
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previous learning and then a comprehensive decision is taken, output is sent to the cerebellum to  
execute action.  
D. Engineering of the taste sensor controls 
[Taste circuit → nucleus of solitory tract (brain stem) → thalamus → cortex] 
In the chapter nine we will describe training a nano-brain, arguing that an idiot baby brain gets trained 
by following three basic desires of a life form, first, acquiring food, second, defending the safety of the 
body and third, taking reproductive measures. When a body looks for basic foods, just to run the body,  
it does require the test buds to cover a range of tastes that provides signature that the food is suitable for 
the body or not, whether the food contains more calories or not, even, the concurrent necessity of the 
body could also be reflected in the tongue-sensory-response. The tongue is a chemosensory assay; 
different regions have distinct taste buds triggering both chemical and non-chemical responses. 
Adapting to the particular taste always decreases its sensitivity to a particular taste, and particular 
chemical concentration always helps in reaching maximum efficiency. The learning of the taste sensors 
has twofold importance, first, if the sensors are exposed to the polarizing pre-conditioner, it acts as an 
exhibitor, the sensitivity decreases, second, if the pre-conditioner is de-polarizer, then, it acts as an 
inhibitor and the sensitivity increases.  
E. Engineer the auditory system 
[Auditory circuit → Organ of corti → Cochlear nucleus of spinal cord → Superior 
Olive (side of brain stem) → Inferior Colliculus → thalamus → cortex] 
Auditory signals are captured by giant tuning forks located in the ear that vibrate resonantly with the 
sound signal, the interesting part is that this is the only sensory organ where the relevance of our 
“oscillator based artificial brain development” project is distinctly visible. For all sensors, we are using 
resonant oscillators, since, wavelength is very less for light (400–600 nm), eye requires very small size 
molecular opto-electronic resonant oscillators, but for sound wavelength is large (300 m), therefore the 
drum required is quite large. A large-scale coherent neural assembly operates connected to the drum 
over a sub-second time frame (250–300 ms), voltage-sensitive dyes (VSDI) provide high-sensitive  
(both temporal and spatial) real-time imaging of the neural activity. While capturing visual signal human 
brain is most sensitive at the point of stimulation, but for auditory signal it is most active at the 
superficial layer, as the brain is not interested in the spatial distribution of auditory signal. In addition, 
neural assemblies are organized in such a way that, naturally, the visual neural assembly responds faster 
that the auditory counterpart in the first 120 ms response time. However, after 250 ms, the visual neural 
assembly response falls sharply, while a linear increase in the signal response of the auditory signal is 
observed. Signal integration time for the auditory response is much larger than the visual one.  
Information is encoded in the neural assembly by spike intervals; there are three kinds of responses, 
mainly. First, “direct response to external stimuli”, second, if the time gap is more between the spikes, 
then it slowly adopts and then starts responding. There are two types of adaptation, first, “build up to the 
necessity”, wherein, signal response increases as the number of pulse increases; second, “bursting with a 
logical argument”, wherein alternate periods of responsive and silent modes are observed. This is the 
pulse management grammar of a biological ear; in case of an artificial analogue, one could easily define 
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its own grammar. While describing the grammar of eye-pulse, we described the delicate use of tri-phase 
signals, tri-phase means two peaks with a negative trough in between them, and the ratio between the 
crest and trough stores an argument. The similar signature is common to store and process arguments for 
all organs and neural assemblies.  
Non-sensory organ engineering: 
Hippocampus: The first and the foremost organ is hippocampus [83]. The basic architecture of 
hippocampus will be a helix shaped molecular assembly with large number of cables coming out of it 
radially at different parts of the helical length. The cables and all parts are made by neurons only in the 
real human brain, thus we in our artificial brain propose to build the same, the most critical part of 
AjoChhand-Org creation is the synthesis of a suitable equivalence of Tubulin that would automatically 
generate microtubule and neuron analogue following a similar resonance chain model, the rest of the 
synthesis of all mid brain components are controlled by particular frequency modulated environment. 
The basic principle of hippocampus design is “time delay is proportional to the length of the wire the 
signal will travel”. Just based on this simple principle we can fuse all different kinds of frequency 
fractals in it and at the same time isolate them, categorize and send them back to the particular specific 
region of the brain. If we simply pump in all signals (as fractal seeds described above, the fractal seed is 
the unit of information in our brain) through the spring like structure, and we take out an output after 
every single loop, we can get signals with quantized phase differences. By self-assembling the neurons, 
in a network to generate a unique spring in the hippocampus region (all four layers), in addition to that it 
should be noted that pre-frontal cortex, thalamus, hypothalamus to all seven (or eight, we avoid any 
hardware debate at this moment) sub organs of the mid brain are connected by neuron fiber. 
Amygdala: The second most important organ is amygdala [84]. Our functional model of Amygdala 
is a filter, which helps a human brain in selecting one among many possible choices of frequency fractal 
seeds. The fundamental drive for the brain for learning is automatically decided in the mid brain as 
several rhythm generators exist in this region, which play a fundamental role in putting fundamental life 
cycles in a sustained periodic loop. For a living life form the fundamental drive for learning are three 
folds, first, food for supplying energy to our body, second, sex for giving birth, third, safety of the body. 
This triangular filter is modified with the development of arguments in the artificial forebrain 
fractal-seeds. The drive for art, music and spiritualism are born which create complex drives for the 
brain and turn the triangular filter into a circular filter. In our human brain model nature has constructed 
a neuron based hardware that implements this complex filtering process. During a decision-making 
process, human brain receives the final fused frequency fractal in the hippocampus, which contains all 
possible decisions and solutions, the reduction of all possible choices to a set of preferred choices need to 
be done, and that very process is initiated by the seven sister organs of the mid brain, we consider one of 
the seven sister filter is Amygdala. The design of amygdala hardware is such that it generates a set of 
unique fractal seeds that reads particular signatures in any other fractals and according to its list of 
preferences, it deletes unacceptable choices or fractal seeds. In other words, amygdala sends a fractal to 
the hippocampus and that fractal checks coexistence of contradictory frequencies (multiple choices in 
the solution) and then it simply deletes the unfavored ones. The unfavored ones are created naturally in 
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the neuron arrangement of Amygdala, based on previously adopted decisions. The hardware of 
Amygdala look like a seed with a large number of fractal antennas surrounding a complex assembly of 
neurons that changes its axon such that a very peculiar kind of fractal seed is constructed with remains 
saved in the Amygdala with birth and evolves with our life practices. Thus, the orange or mango is 
different for every single person on the planet. 
Thalamus: Thalamus is a gateway to the sensors, a gateway to the brain and a gateway to the 
cerebellum [85]. It is a universal synchronizer. The machine looks like as if many springs are side by 
side, if one of them is triggered then a complex vibration is automatically triggered over the entire 
system. Each spring like structure accepts the particular kind of sensory signals. The nature has 
constructed this organ by self-assembling neurons and all input output connections are feed through 
vertically across this hardware. 
Pre-frontal cortex: Pre-frontal cortex controls futuristic simulations [86]. This region is directly 
connected to the frontal lobe where the highest-level fractal seeds are stored. However, this region 
captures the final fusion fractal which is the solution of the computation carried out in the brain and 
concentrates only on the “then” related “action” parts, which the body will execute. Then it feeds 
higher-level arguments stored in the frontal cortex to generate “futuristic simulation” of the actions in 
the hippocampus. This hardware is made of two antenna and receivers coupled with each other. First 
with one antenna it reads the “action to be taken” parts of the frequency fractal, matches with the higher 
level rules “If” clusters, as soon as it matches, then those phase transition rules are sent to the 
hippocampus for transforming the final decision-making fractal. Thus, futuristic thoughts or 
imaginations are generated with this neuron made hardware. As this region expands the final frequency 
fractal in the hippocampus, the hippocampus sends it back to all over the brain and executes significant 
modifications in the final frequency fractals. 
Hypothalamus: Hypothalamus in a normal human brain is used for vital motor controls and  
generate rhythms [83]. These programmed activities are not essential for the computer we want to build, 
however, it is the supreme authority, if we want highest-level transformation in the final decision-fractal 
in the hippocampus, then we can program those protocols here. The neurons are self-assembled similar 
to an LC coupled oscillator type periodic fractal seed generator and an antenna made of neuron that 
transform the final decision fractal within the certain limits. This is the interfacing point of the user 
modulating the computational process in the artificial brain. 
Cerebellum: Cerebellum reads the final decision fractal from the Hippocampus and its hardware is a 
tree like fractal network of neurons [87]. It sends extremely synchronized signals to all sensors for better 
data capture for improving the decision-making process and actions for the organs. Since we use 
frequency fractal as a tool for information processing and in the beginning of our discussion, we noted 
that we construct frequency fractals such that if all kinds of fractals from all sensors are fused they 
should not conflict, therefore, we do not need additional hardware to identify which signal belongs to 
which organs. When the final decisions come from the hippocampus, frequency wise filtering is done 
automatically. Depending on the length of signal travel through the hippocampus if we connect the 
wiring with the particular wires of the cerebellum, right signal will reach the right machine output. 
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Basal Ganglia: Basal Ganglia perform procedural learning, or learning by practice [88,89]. This 
organ modifies the final decision-making frequency fractal of hippocampus so that a very systematic 
input is captured and the brain jelly could reconfigure the neural circuit concretely. Therefore Basal 
ganglia generates a new kind of frequency fractal that enables it to control multiple sets of solutions 
generated by the brain at an interval of 200 ms, in this sense this is one of the most important organ in the 
brain, it keeps continuation among discrete computational input-output process. The hardware necessary 
for this is the creation of a fractal and then run it in a loop longer than 200 ms so that it affects 
continuously the self-motivated data acquisition process. However, there is another important aspect of 
it, how would the fractal nature be determined? Unlike previously described organs, in this case the 
fractal nature is not pre-programmed. In fact, pre-frontal cortex simulates futuristic outcomes and if the 
final decision fractal before and after futuristic simulation suggests missing of significant “then” 
correlated data, then that event is captured by the basal ganglia and it generates a continuous relevant 
data capturing job. 
9. Basic Engineering Principles of an Artificial Organic Brain: Model to Design and Organic 
Synthesis (AjoChhand-NanoOrg) 
Helical symmetry is used as a basic device design as shown in Figure 20a, which transmits 
electromagnetic signals of a particular frequency (we call it resonance frequency), this passage causes 
electromagnetic oscillation in the structure, it might affect the associated mechanical vibration induced 
conformational changes, which could shift the resonance frequency. The conformational change in the 
helical structure causes memory state writing, which is essential for a distinct “if-then” argument 
storage. We design the smallest “reply back” seed device using multiple spiral oscillators, in which the 
length of a spiral is inversely proportional to its resonance frequency, thus, by suitably combining the 
spiral structures of different lengths one could generate a desired resonance band. Even in the larger seed 
structures, resonance peak amplitude varies with length, the majority of other electronic properties 
remain unchanged with length since the entire organic system is fundamentally an insulator.  
Elementary helical symmetry structures self-assemble to form the seed for the next structure, the 
principle objective of the self-assembly is to create the next range of resonance frequency bands. There 
are three parts in the resonance band of any seed oscillator structure, one part is kept open for coupling 
with the next seed that will be formed after the self-assembly, one part is for its own processing, and 
the third part couples with the resonance bands of the seeds inside the structure. Thus, every seed has 
two hands in the resonance spectrum. Synchronization could trigger with one or more peaks singular 
or in a plural manner in the system. One single seed is synthesized, the rest forms automatically by 
self-assembly, as shown in Figure 1b. When the fractal hardware reaches to a classically perceivable 
time scale (and associated “frequency”), then we need a particular kind of circuit for a suitable “reply 
back” to user interface [90]. The complete design of an organic brain is shown in Figure 20b. 
The system uses topological symmetry for the carrier transport, the helical symmetry could be 
visible or may not be visible in the apparent structure of the seed, however, carrier transport would 
ensure resonant transmission of electromagnetic signals across distinct paths for the core resonance 
frequency states, through the structure. 
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Electromagnetic and Electromechanical resonances operate in a cohesive manner in the structure. 
While electromagnetic resonance is responsible for the synchronization and de-synchronization of the 
oscillations, the electromechanical routes ensure memory creation, learning, generating evolving circuits. 
Physically, the materials with higher resonance frequency resides inside the materials with lower 
resonance frequency. To make it a powerful computer, we need to maximize the density of resonance 
states and also the range of the resonance chain.  
Figure 20. (a) Every single seed of the brain architecture has a helical symmetry just like the 
human brain; (b) The complete design of our organic supramolecular architecture based 
human brain. The egg-shaped complete brain has two parts (left), the upper part holds “brain 
jelly”, the spinal cord and the mid brain is inside this egg, shown separately in the right.  
(c) The experimental set up where we study the circuit evolution of a brain jelly; (d) The 
microscope image capture of a video when 7nm seed creates visible brain circuits.  
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In every single seed, we want distribution of electromagnetic potential such that the basic element 
that configures an argument (instead of information we use argument), should not remain localized at 
one point of the seed, this electromagnetic potential should remain delocalized over the entire seed 
structure. Say, if an electron is the unit of an argument, then its cage should be distributed all over the 
immediate atomic arrangement just like that happens when an electron is added to a molecule. Some 
atoms take say 27%, some atoms take 8% some atoms take 19% and that very electron remains part of 
the entire molecule. This is the very critical aspect of quantum mechanics. Quantum architects try to 
create giant systems where single electron would remain fractionally distributed just like a single small 
molecule [34–36]. However, we do not want that. Say, molecules self-assemble to make a larger seed, 
then, potential takes a different form, which controls the electromagnetic resonance, that very potential 
should remain distributed among all elemental seeds inside the bigger seeds. This is a unique demand, 
and we want this because our density functional study suggests that only then we can create the kind of 
resonance band we have imagined. Thus a quantum like fractional potential distribution would 
integrate all elemental resonance states even in the largest seed that is the entire organic artificial  
brain hardware.  
(i) Construction of brain jelly: The first step of the artificial organic human brain synthesis is to 
construct a protein like molecule which if triggered by an electromagnetic signal starts self-assembly. 
The experimental set up and how the “if-then” circuit evolves is shown in Figure 20c,d. Note that this 
brain jelly would be poured into the cortex domain of the completely organic brain architecture shown in 
Figure 20b. Recently, we have succeeded in self-assembling such an architecture, where a 7 nm organic 
molecular seed expands to another seed of 20 nm, which then is automatically coupled with several 
others to trigger another self-assembly of helical nanowire [42]. The schematic of the entire synthesis 
process is shown in Figure 1b. In this way, the self-assembly continues, this is one of the finest examples 
of multilayered hierarchical self-assembly. Once we synthesize the basic neuron structure, we need 
different versions of synthetic neurons. Modified versions of neuron are used only for self-assembling 
them in the form of a wire, spiral, glia like spherical, or semicircular assemblies [91]. These basic 
assemblies are essential for the mid brain structures. In our current phase, this is not a systematic 
rigorous synthesis of the entire hardware, but we change the electromagnetic field such that the neurons 
start sensing that they need to re-orient in the way want them to be to create the mid-brain organs, along 
with delicate wiring and other parts. This is an example of directed self-assembly, step-by-step complete 
organic synthesis of the entire brain is not possible practically. All neuron wires should grow one by one 
and extend to the final destination. From sensors to the editing regions of the brain and finally to the 
cortex domain there is linear wiring wherever we want to preserve the fractal-seed and do not want it to 
interact with anything else, we need to grow the circuits carefully there. Such a massive scale 
self-assembled supramolecular architecture was never done before. Now, other than the delicate places 
we use neuron jelly wherein neurons could re-orient and reconstruct circuits based on internal axon 
restructuring.  
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(ii) Resonance modulation based organic sensors: The sensors for the artificial brain are different 
from the existing world of sensors, in a complete brain design shown in Figure 20a, those are located at 
the bottom part of the egg-shaped architecture. We use a new kind of wireless sensor technology.  
In this technique, we use resonant oscillations of the sensing molecules following mechanical, chemical 
or electromagnetic energy in creating pulses of different kinds and then convert all complex-shaped 
pulses in to a wave train of rectangular pulses but with different time gaps. Thus, all kinds of sensory 
data are converted in terms of one and only one parameter that is frequency. There exists a universal 
coding protocol for all sensors as far as the global time gaps are concerned, which isolates multiple 
distinct frequency signals. At the same time, frequency space (F(x, y) + iG(x, y)) grouping protocol for 
visual, auditory, taste, smell and touch sensory data should be very different from each other. This kind 
of dual policy is essential to avoid mixing of particular sensory data (note that everything is written in the 
brain in terms of wave trains of rectangular pulses, so there is no visible difference!), and at the same 
time, frequency based groups in a particular sensory data should be necessarily isolated. This isolation 
protocol should be identical for all sensors, only then a fixed synchronization protocol would combine 
groups from different sensory data into a single new fractal.  
This is a very interesting transformation. When different kind of energies falls onto the sensors, we 
get two different kinds of pulses one is in the positive direction and another in the negative direction.  
A complex composition of these two pulses generates all possible phase, intensity and growth/decay 
rates to encode the complex information content in the neurons. This is just like two variables x and y 
described in F(x, y) + iG(x, y), when function of x and y construct the basic pixel in the frequency space 
of F and G we get a fractal. The functional behavior of F and G is defined at the sensor itself, 
composition of positive and negative pulses defines sensory data which are eventually transformed in 
terms of frequency of a rectangular wave train. Once we get F and G for the input frequency fractal  
F(x, y) + iG(x, y), the next phase of transformation is to reconstruct F and G into F1 and G1 using the 
natural resonance frequencies of the nano cylinder (a microtubule analogue) that constructs the artificial 
axon part of the synthetic neuron that we are constructing. This transformation occurs naturally in the 
hardware. The necessity of the transformation is that we would not require additional power source for 
computation in the entire brain. Materials natural vibration would perform the job. Only power 
consumption in the brain would be for evolving the neuron circuits. Therefore, the sensor systems will 
be fundamentally different in its design principle.  
(iii) Power supply: Power supply for our brain-like computer comes from the chemical nano-battery, 
but it should be noted strictly that our organic molecular systems are not alive, for computation, we do 
not even require to switch on and off the conducting states just like conventional computer, we simply 
need power to maintain a potential difference between the protein molecule and every single oscillator. 
This is a simple condition, however, it is a critical challenge. In the biological brain, we have neuron 
firing and the membrane potential helps all oscillators in the layers below and above the neuron scale, at 
every layer, attaching a small battery to individual oscillators is an impossible task. We follow the same 
trick developed by nature for our artificial brain too. Inside the spherical cavity of the neuroglia and in 
the neuron we implant the nano-batteries, alternately, ionic conduction protocols could also be 
implemented just like the real biological brain. The wireless power absorption systems are kept inside 
neuron and the glial cells and since we mix these synchronizers in a 2:1 ratio, homogeneously 
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throughout the brain-matrix, we expect that these nano-devices will absorb the power sent from outside 
the brain cavity and work as a source of energy for neurons and glia’s synchronization activities. All 
neurons get power from neighboring glias wirelessly only when they undergo firing, otherwise 
nano-batteries remain silent. From sensor connected power supplies the signal is transmitted as a 2D 
frequency pattern in the form of a fractal, which propagates via non-radiative coupling between neurons 
in the wiring to the core of the brain and pumps all associative “If-then” arguments. Our material design 
follows a very particular kind of femto-watt power processing technology that we have discovered in 
microtubule. The necessary power for wireless communication and computation is negligible. However, 
firing or antenna burst of neurons to reconstruct the circuit would require powering a few microwatts, 
since firing or bursts happen only at a limited number of neurons. The entire computer is designed to 
operate a few hundreds of watts.  
10. The Software Analogue of our Human Brain Model: CMOS Route within Turing Paradigm 
(AjoChhand-Soft) 
While we admit that creating the complex column of arguments (real arguments residing in the base 
and imaginary arguments along the column) where the bottom layer exists physically in the system and 
the top higher layers could not be written in any program, however, we can at least implement the 
cognitive principles described above to demonstrate the proof of concept of the brain at a very primitive 
scale. Thus, we create a generic machine to summarize the above finding by mutating the basic concepts 
of cellular automaton and partially correlating our experimentally derived artificial brain model with the 
existing computer science theories. We have included basic free-energy principle to comprehensively 
integrate the data produced in the brain [92]. Though we also believe that “simultaneity” cannot have a 
software analogue, yet we made a simulator that follows the philosophy of “frequency fractal”.  
The software version of AjoChhand brain uses two parallel approaches. First, we construct an 
evolved version of the cellular automaton concept; we call it “CubeNet” using which we have 
constructed an entire artificial brain. On the other hand, we have created behavioral neuroscience based 
software, wherein we have introduced several unique pattern recognition protocols to generate the entire 
artificial brain. Note that both the approaches are fundamentally different in the implementation 
philosophy; however, there is a common point. Consider both that neural pulses of equal width and 
amplitude constructs the basis of a frequency pattern in the complex domain F(x, y) + iG(x, y) and that it 
is a pure pattern based computing that executes all kinds of processing and decision making in the brain. 
While in the CubeNet we consider that each cell of the cellular automaton is made of pulses, the 
behavioral software uses mathematical set theory to implement the principle of resonant coupling. As we 
have discussed above, coupling of the basic geometrical patterns as shown in Figure 21, in the frequency 
space F(x, y) + iG(x, y) works as the foundation for the artificial brain construction. Therefore, we name 
it NeuBeSet protocol. The basic reason for exponential speed up in quantum computing is the existence 
of an associative matrix, which is automatically taken care of in the fractal representation, we make sure 
in the program the associative matrix survives [93]. 
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Figure 21. A diagram how an image is decomposed in terms of fractal seeds.  
 
(i) CubeNet based complete brain model: 
We have made five fundamental changes in the basic definition of the cellular automaton based on our 
research on experimentally generated Cellular Automaton circuits [93–97]. We have described above 
the 64-bit cube representing the basic unit of information, our cellular automaton model is the software 
analogue of this 64-bit cube. The protocols are described in the Figure 22a–c. 
Variable Cell Size: First change that we have made is changing the cell size and the neighborhood. 
When a series of input images are given, then, from the average intensity variation of those sets of 
images it is determined which cells do not change their intensity. Note that each cell in the cellular 
universe represents a pulse; equal intensity means all peaks have the same height or cell value (cell 
state). Then we fuse all equal intensity cells and make it into a single cell. As a result, we drastically 
reduce the amount of information we need to process in an image. This step enables an automatic 
detection of “open” and “close” features in a pattern.  
Multiple Cell State: Depending on the intensity of the peaks, the cell value or the assigned color to a 
cell changes, the fused cells with identical intensities are isolated as new groups and moved to a separate 
Cube. Therefore, one Cube generates another Cube, we have devised several protocols to fuse multiple 
Cubes also as par the fractal protocol described above. In this way, we replicate the fractal’s 
fusion/fission/modification by writing software algorithm. Software arguments are analogous  
to synchronization. 
Figure 22. (a) Fractal seeds are searched in a grid following four rules, simultaneous 
evolution of multiple states (top-left), multiple neighborhoods (top-right), multiple states of 
a single switch (bottom left) and optimizing number of repititive rules (bottom right);  
(b) The size of grid is checked by seeing dynamics; (c) Multi-layered image decomposition. 
 
Parallel Grid Geometry: In the bottom layer of the Cube, 64 cells exist; they should represent both 
hexagonal close packing and rectangular packing simultaneously. At every layer, both hexagonal and 
rectangular close packing are considered together, we need to apply this duality because our software 
analysis of pattern recognition suggests that if we analyze a pattern simultaneously in both kinds of 
environments then it is easy to resolve the complexity. This particular feature of the simultaneous 
existence of a dual universe is must for another reason. We are creating both kinds of software brains 
with the reason that it will learn patterns by itself and after learning it will save the rules. Our simulation 
shows that dual grid captures versatile dynamics more efficiently. Since we cannot create simultaneity 
using software, therefore, we have conceptually created two parallel universes of 64 bit Cube, which 
means always we use two cubes separately for the same image. One for the hexagonal grid wherein each 
cell looks like a circle and the other is for a rectangular grid where each cell looks like a square. Two 
Cubes when operate together generate the complete concept of patterns hidden in a single image. 
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Multi-layer Grid: In the conventional cellular automaton, we have only one grid and that is our 
universe. Now, the question is why do we consider a Cube instead of a single 2D grid? The Cube is made 
of multiple layers of 2D Grids stacked one above another. The bottom grid takes the real image and then 
the weighted average of the input pattern is sent one layer above, this reduction continues until the top 
layer. Since we have parallel universes, only the bottom layers of rectangular and hexagonal cubes are 
the real information and all layers above, in the two cubes coexist simultaneously. The concepts of a 
Cube instead of a 2D grid, the duality of the Cube grid, evolving cell size, fractal like fusion and fission 
of the Cubes to generate an entire network spontaneously forces us to change the name of Cellular 
Automaton and rename it as a CubeNet protocol.  
Simultaneous co-existence of multiple neighborhood: The third basic modification is to consider 
multiple neighborhoods at a time. From the extensive behavioral neuroscience study described below 
(NeuBeSet), we have found that the nature of neighborhoods enables the software to isolate any patterns 
into a composition of simplest patterns. We have identified a unique set of protocols for the multiple 
neighborhoods. These neighborhoods we apply simultaneously to detect the correlation rules between 
elementary patterns generated in the grids that could explain the relationships of groups inside a  
set of patterns in the Cube when we move from bottom to top and then top to the bottom in a cyclic  
manner, repeatedly. 
Cubes learn the correlation rule from Visual, Audio or any other kinds of data converted into 2D 
patterns following principles described in Figure 21. Due to the inherent property of the Cubes it creates 
a communication network like fractals among all kinds of sensory data and arguments. This network is 
very different from Ersatz brain building project [98]. We have constructed the software algorithms that 
replicate the functions of the brain components and following those particular rules the decisions are 
delivered for a particular problem. The biggest obstacle to this brain is the use of memory space and the 
search time. We are continuously developing these two fundamental limitations by adopting better 
protocols. Currently we are planning to attach this self-learning software to the net or keep it in a public 
place to learn by itself. We have included certain features in the program to track how this brain learns 
and forms the neural network, how it adds neurons using the memory space of the stored computer 
whenever necessary, we also track how and for which purpose this brain uses neurons.  
(ii) NeuBeSet based complete brain model: 
Based on the behavioral neuroscience reported in the literatures [99,100], we have developed a direct 
pattern recognition and learning program, which was initially created for visual images. However, for 
any sensor input, similar to the CubeNet based soft brain, our simulator would run on any sensory data 
converted into a 3D pattern form (2D grid and the z axis denotes intensity of the peaks). Below we 
describe how exactly we carry out pattern recognition and learning rules. For the brain operation, we 
have written a separate program that generates the “if-then” arguments automatically and following 
unique software based “self-assembly” protocol we store those arguments and phase transformation 
protocols in the form of a program. In this case, also, we map how the complexity increases and how the 
neural network is formed.  
The brain component programs used in the CubeNet and in the NeuBeSet are very different. The reason 
is that for the CubeNet our basic element is a Cube, however, for NeuBeNet, we do not care about any 
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machine perception at all. We concretely believe, just like a normal software program, if we write algorithms 
on the functions noted in the AjoChhan-BioMod, we should be able to generate a complete software brain. 
Therefore, there is a fundamental difference between CubeNet and NeuBeSet approaches. While the first 
uses a software program to create a machine which behaves like a new kind of hardware and tries to build a 
brain out of it. On the other hand, the latter believes that the new kind of brain operational principles are 
sufficient to create the entire artificial brain we do not need to include hardware features.  
First, we divide any input image to this brain into three groups, (i) the original image (OG);  
(ii) non-contact groups (NCG); and (iii) all curves which are in contact (having one or more junctions) 
into separate groups (CG). For pattern (i) blur to the maximum levels and slowly decrease to find most 
important 3/4 groups. For pattern (ii), if non-contact groups (say, isolated circles) reside inside any 
larger groups determined by implementing step (i) on OG, then keep them in larger groups. Other 
non-contact open groups (say randomly distributed “u” shape) should be closed separately and 
processed in two parallel ways. First, couple the neighboring contact groups to generate new group and 
repeat step (i) blur and group. Second, for non-contact closed groups, the centers are found and a curved 
contact object is formed. For all three cases of step (ii), we create higher-level perception layers for all 
such groups and for each group run PRP program detailed below. For pattern (iii) (contact groups) we 
search for closed loops, remove the closed loops keeping the junctions intact, then remove straight line 
like open parts, dots, one by one and thus create a set of groups from each contact group. In these cases, 
we also check whether we can create more groups when two or more objects share a common line. For 
pattern (iii), we run PRP program and convert the groups into transformed shapes. Our research suggests 
that the human brain uses very particular kinds of pattern recognition protocols (PRP) [101]. 
(1) Recognition by components (RBC theory) theory to OC10AO theory: We have modified the 
RBC theory of pattern recognition (Recognition by Components) [102], it was said that there are only 36 
geons or geometric shapes [103], which construct everything that we see around us. In contrast, we 
consider that we use only 10 objects to define everything around us, 3 of them closed, triangle, circle and 
square [104]. We consider 5 open forms of these closed curves open triangle and rectangle, three open 
curves of circle (Figure 21, top row). Then there are straight line and junction of two open lines. Our 
brain is particularly interested in the junctions and isolates basic objects from junctions very efficiently 
and basic categories of all patterns are two types “open” and “close” (OC). For all types, we check 
angular orientations (AO). Thus, we construct OC10AO theory. Any given pattern is then converted into 
a composition of objects, preserving the orientation, which could easily be stored spending only a few 
bits of memory such that rotation does not have any impact on the detection process. The most important 
is the role of "search grid" described in Figure 21, the grids identify the components in any image. 
(2) Bottom-up and top down processing: CSBSL theory: We modify every single pattern by 
connecting some open sections (C), Smooth it (S), Blur the images into various levels and transform into 
a contour image (B), make its skeleton (S). This CSBS protocol runs in a loop (L) to generate an analytic 
matrix, wherein each element is an image. Statistical analysis of this matrix delivers most probable 
choices and we start with that to implement OC10AO theory for the transformation of every objected in 
terms of composition of 10 objects. 
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(3) Automated noise removal: JIDT protocol: We introduce a unique Junction invariance 
de-grouping technique (JIDT), which enables our brain to recover an important pattern from noise that 
cannot be removed without prior knowledge that it is not important. For example, we are given an image 
“a” and asked to detect it with a straight line crossing the letter through the middle. How do we ignore 
the straight line and capture the information? There could be an astronomically large number of 
possibilities by which one can introduce simple sets of noises, it is impossible to categorize all kinds of 
noise and then program a preventing measure, therefore we have devised a protocol to classify the noise. 
There are two kinds of noise, contact and non-contact structures and these are automatically separated 
when we apply the isolation in the three steps.  
(4) Extrapolation and group isolation (GCSLCC): Recognition protocols need learning the global 
category of the images that we are planning to detect. Therefore, we start detection simply by converting 
the original image into straight lines (SL) and detecting if a large number of lines in the image has gaps 
but same slopes, then we connect them and create a background line or structures, isolate the groups and 
start the isolation process in the beginning. Secondly, we take the same original image and convert the 
entire image in terms of curves and draw complete circles out of those curves (CC), if there is a matching 
then we construct that as a group by simply extrapolating the missing parts and proceed with the three 
steps of pattern recognition noted in the beginning. Both straight lines and curves help us to identify 
global correlations (GC) between multiple objects hidden in the images.  
(5) Projection from memory to improve cognition (PGBEP): In some cases, several objects are 
placed so much in close contact, or multiple different objects are connected with each other that it is very 
difficult to isolate them using the protocols described above. Therefore, we are left with no choice to 
create a projection grammar book (PGB) [105], which is a collection of extremely simple patterns of the 
objects are kept. We write a program which tries to make certain artificial modifications by 
implementing those previously learnt pattern evolutions principles (EP, a series of higher-level rules are 
connected, works as a search string) and thus enhance the detection process. This particular approach is 
extremely helpful in recovering an entire pattern from a part of the structure. 
Once pattern recognition protocols (PRP) are implemented, the process begins to activate the 
arguments via triggering the memory parts where associations are stored. Note that even for the 
associations we generate patterns and pattern similarity rules. Under any circumstances for CubeNet 
based brain and the NeuBeSet brains we do not use logical algorithms for decision making, it is always 
pattern recognition and pattern matching for any job we want to perform, at any level of perception any 
function we want to incorporate in the Soft brain keeping in view the conflict between supervised and 
self-learning [106,107]. Our multi-layered learning architecture is inspired by simultaneously 
co-existing fractal’s compressed and expanded forms [108]. Finally, we implement a benchmark 
problem of “instant learning and predicting” of a chaotic non-linear time series, which would require 
astronomically large space to construct circuits and astronomically large time to write an algorithm. We 
could retrieve any part of the time series and several unique similarities of the chaotic process with 
already stored dynamics both sequentially and parallely [109].  
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11. A New Class of Fourth Circuit Element “Hinductor” Based Route: Beyond CMOS Human 
Brain Analogue (AjoChhand-InOrg) 
Above we have described the human brain model and then analysed the possible realization routes 
via organic and software or computer programming protocols. The organic route is a slow, scaling up 
to a comprehensive scale would require an astronomically large amount of time, but the organic path is 
an accurate development towards a comprehensive realization of our human brain analogue, realizing 
the magic of computing and demonstrating those great principles to the industry would take a long 
time. In that respect the software route shows the incredible magic in the cognitive abilities of the brain 
though even with immense computing power, the computability cannot be scaled up, due to the nature 
of the complexity of out Human brain model. Therefore, we opt for the third and the last option, 
wherein we prepare a new kind of device that does not have any relevance to neuron, however, could 
be used to implement our Human brain model. We have invented a new device to implement the 
Human brain model, its advantage is that we can print the circuit and therefore scaling up does not 
require an enormous time as in the organic route and also it does not require enormous software 
programming or computing power.  
This unique version of our Human brain model will be a millimeter scale Inorganic Brain 
equivalent of the organic nanotechnology based version described above (AjoChhand-Org). We tried 
to implement the unique features of AjoChhand artificial brain building using conventional circuit 
elements, resistor, capacitor, inductor OP-AMP etc.; however, it was not possible. The reason is that 
we do not require a simple memory-switch and non-linear features. In our AjoChhand-Bio Mod 
protocol, we need a processor that generates fractal and stores Fractal seeds. In addition, we have to 
keep in mind that we cannot use significant power in constructing neurons or other devices, if we do, 
then, integration of 100 billion devices would require megawatts of power supply, several power plants 
and that massive wiring are impossible to comprehend with a practical hardware geometry. Even if 
wiring is achieved, the power management would be extraordinary and the kind of evolving 
architecture we want to build, conventional power management schemes would be fatal to the 
formation of a chain of resonance band. Considering all critical limits, we find that we need to confine 
power expenditure of entire Human brain hardware within a few kilo-watts and, therefore, the power 
consumption in a single neuron equivalent device cannot be more than a few nano-watts or microwatts. 
Such a frequency-fractal processor device was never proposed before. We have to invent a 
fractal-processing device, for that purpose we start with the fourth circuit element, which is claimed to 
have been invented (as memristor) but we believe Leon O Chuas proposal in 1962 for the memristor as 
fourth circuit element is a wrong proposal [110]. Memristor is not a fourth circuit element, any device 
that cannot generate magnetic flux is not a fourth circuit element, also, Chua himself wrote in 1962 
that all memristor properties could be derived using L, C and R, hence memristor is not a fundamental  
circuit element.  
Therefore, we have devised a new class of fourth circuit element, which truly uses the basic features 
of a multiple resonance band oscillations just like the triplet resonance band we have described above 
while explaining our human brain model and using this giant sized electronic devices (giant compared 
to the size of our organic neuron) we will create a wire based electronic hardware of the entire brain 
model described above for the fractal model. Memristor is a known fourth circuit element, which has 
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three versions, memristor, meminductor and memcapacitor [111]. We have created a completely new 
version of the fourth circuit element, which looks like an inductor but entire path is made of capacitors 
as shown in the Figure 23a. The helicity of the geometry is a robust concept, helical does not always 
mean to be a cylinder like spring. Some basic structures that we have explroed are shown in the  
Figure 23b. Since all properties of memristor, memcapacitor and meminductor could be derived using 
conventional circuit elements, we do not consider this as a fundamental element at all, in contrast no 
combination of elementary circuit elements could generate the electronic properties of our fourth 
circuit element, therefore, it is unique. We have filed a patent on this particular invention [112].  
The basic electronic properties apart from “stored charge proportional to the magnetic flux” 
produced in the device are that the devices are as follows. (i) It operates between an upper and a lower 
frequency limits (Figure 23c); (ii) it switches faster than any equivalent capacitor, inductor or resistor 
(Figure 23d); (iii) it modulates signal out of phase at particular conditions; (iv) it operates in a very low 
power domain (nano-watts) etc. This is a pure fourth circuit element, which we name as Hinductor 
(short term is H). We consider the same neuron model noted above, therefore we need to carry out 
several modifications in the basic engineering designs of the Hinductor device. We need frequency 
fractal modulation and for that purpose, we need to have positive and negative resonance peaks which 
will function as x and y. We have already solved this particular criterion, the elementary capacitor 
which self-assembles in a helical assembly should be made as a composition of at least two resonance 
circuits, then if those circuits are oriented inside the capacitor hardware such that one allows left to 
right passage of signal at a particular frequency of an electromagnetic signal and the other circuit does 
just the opposite at an another distinct frequency then our desired condition is met. By extensive 
interaction, x and y would overlap and generate functions like F and G, once this is done, we can 
convert any image into a fractal seed (iterative function generator system). For this purpose we 
introduced leaky interconnect between the helical loops. To mimic the axon type modulation of signal 
demonstrated above, we have constructed frequency modulation by combining multiple helical loops 
in a suitable fractal geometry. It is obvious now, that we move radically to an unique electronic 
engineering while creating an equivalence of resonance band chain, we compromise with the 
technological hardware engineering obvious in the real Human brain and in our organic version, we 
concentrate more on the replication of the information processing protocols of our Human brain 
model, not as strictly as we do in our AjoChhand-soft version, but we create the “if-then” argument 
column most seriously in this version of the brain, since this is easily feasible here.  
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Figure 23. (a) Hinductor is organic, or inorganic or mixture of organic and inorganic 
materials helical device, the same way charge increases with voltage, the magnetic flux also 
increases; (b) The helical symmetry does not always mean tube-like structures, here several 
alternate helical symmetries in 2D and 3D planes are shown; (c) 180° out of phase signal 
production by Hinductor device (top-left), threshold operational frequency (top-right), 
Hinductor has upper and lower frequency limits of operation, lossless perfect square current 
voltage features (bottom left), current voltage under ac (bottom-right); (d) Temporal response 
of a Hinductor device, H = Hinductor, it is compared with a conventional L and C devices.  
 
In order to create the hardware version of the if-then argument column, above described fractal 
geometry inspired assembly of the Hinductor is a sufficient choice, however, if we do not allow neuron 
circuit evolution, it is not possible to induce self-learning, in other words the column of arguments will 
be created however, it will be a static column. For this purpose, we introduce another engineering 
which enables us to evolve the circuit connections. Two ends of this modified axon-replica circuit is 
connected to a fractal antenna and a receiver which enables it to rotate the axon antenna with the help 
of a controller circuit that can orient the antenna to the most suitable direction. For that purpose, the 
entire circuit system is kept inside a sphere wherein it can rotate and change direction by spending 
only a few microwatts of power. Similar to organic versions of neuroglia we have designed a 
multi-directional antenna and a wireless power transmission device, this antenna systems are also kept 
inside a sphere. Figure 1b shows an example of such prototype architecture. Synchronization of pulsed 
peaks has been used for neural computation, here we perform the same for the frequency fractal 
computation [113].  
Similar to the organic version of the brain components we can generate fractal modulation circuits, 
fractal sensor circuits, and fractal fusion and fission circuits, which are connected with the fractal 
antenna, the resultant devices work as an independent fractal frequency processor. In addition to the 
brain components, we also need synchronizers. Though the basic Hinductor device works as an 
oscillator, which synchronizes with other oscillators vibrating with similar resonance frequencies, we 
need synchronization sensors attached to the circuits, which would control the 3D orientation of the 
fractal antenna connected to the artificial circuit, which is basically the neuron of AjoChhand-InOrg 
brain. It is not functionally challenging to replicate the sensor-associated circuits of all the necessary 
components as described in the AjoChhand-BioMod protocol, just like the CubeNet based 
AjoChhand-Soft brain. The main objective of the sensor processing circuit is to convert external 
sensory signals acquired using a pair of camera, microphone, artificial touch and taste sensor devices, 
into a unique form of fractals. Therefore, signal to fractal conversion for sensory input processing and 
fractal to pulse based signal creation using suitable fractal converter circuits for developing artificial 
Cerebellum like circuit are two vital operations and we can design the circuits for these two purposes. 
In this way, we can construct all equivalent circuits of the brain components and connect them 
following the principles derived in the AjoChhand-BioMod protocol.  
One of the most remarkable features of our AjoChhand Human brain model is that multiple fractal 
operations start at the beginning when data enters into the brain from the environment and entire 
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processing of the brain ends with fractal. Therefore, how a series of circuit hardwares could maintain 
evolution, transformation and creation of new fractals is the logistics we have built within the 
framework of AjoChhand-BioMod, but one interesting issue is that for InOrg version of the 
AjoChhand brain we cannot use fractal like hardware just like we did in the Organic version. For the 
organic version of AjoChhand brain, we can design complete synthesis routes, which looks like a 
fractal and then generates fractal-based evolution of frequency. Now, in this Inorganic version we try 
to observe scaling up beyond level 3 of our Human brain model, where this weakness leads us to a 
failure and rectify those systematically. The power consumption for this brain is around a few kilowatts, 
the largest amount of energy is spent in rotating the antennas inside the cortex region of the brain. 
12. Conclusions 
We set a new computing paradigm expanding the concept of Gödel’s incompleteness argument into 
an engine, it could be realized using combination of classical, semi-classical and quantum mechanics 
together by creating multilayered worlds with distinct clocks. Our artificial brain-building project 
differs from all others in the world because (i) we do not use logic gate based computing within the 
framework of Turing, our decision-making protocol is not a logical reduction of decision rather 
projection of frequency fractal operations in a real space, it is an engineering perspective of Gödel’s 
incompleteness theorem; (ii) We do not need to write any software, the argument and basic phase 
transition for decision-making, “if-then” arguments and the transformation of one set of arguments into 
another self-assemble and expand spontaneously, the system holds an astronomically large number of 
“if” arguments and its associative “then” situations; (iii) We use “spontaneous reply back”, via 
wireless communication using a unique resonance band coupling mode, not conventional 
antenna-receiver model, since fractal based non-radiative power management is used, the power 
expense is negligible; (iv) We have carried out our own single DNA, single protein molecule and 
single brain microtubule neuro-phisiological study to develop our own Human brain model presented 
here as AjoChhand-BioMod and created an organic version of it namely AjoChhand-Org. We have 
created a functional analogue model for the entire brain using software (AjoChhand-Soft) and a new 
kind of electronic device model (fourth circuit model) and then we have proceeded with its practical 
realization by designing an unique multilayered 3D wireless circuitry, it is named as 
AjoChhand-InOrg. Though we are using an organic supramolecular system namely brain-jelly for the 
brain-like computing, our brain-building task has largely simplified because we are not using 
chemicals, which are must for the survival of the body. From our computer we do not need to 
introduce the massive complexity of hormones, enzymes, and vital tasks of the mid brain to safeguard 
the living body, we are replicating their machine analogue functions only those which require 
computational decision-making. Our exploration would deliver a human like brain for the robots [114] 
or creative and intelligent handy companion for industrial use and at the same time would open up a 
new physical world of biology squarely parallel to the chemical only genetic and molecular biology 
existing today.  
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